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Black Muslim Sought InItomp Murder Here
Cooke's Widow Woman's Legs Broken,
Planning To Be And Skull Fractured
Wed In March

Slayer Of Cadet
'Gets 30 Years

Mrs. Ola Mae Thompson of a n.osque on Beale, or whether
1539 Gabay St. died early Mon- he was still in Memphis on
day morning in John Gaston Monday.
hospital to become the third
He does not have a record
mounting
e
r
a
Rumors
a popular Mamasmurder victim of 1965, and In- with the Memphis Police DeA 19.year-old youth's claim that he killed
that Barbara Cooke, widow spector E. C. Swann says the pertinent and he lived in Chilast Sept. 30 failed to
ass High school senior in self-defense
trial last week.
of the popular singing star, W oman was -stomped to cago before returning to this
Impress an all-male jury during a two-day
death."
city.
Jr., of 1114 Tully,
Sam Cooke, plans to reAn all-male jury found Fred Howard,
Police are seeking her 28Earlier in the week, a man
of Johnslaying
the
in
murder
March.
in
degree
possibly
first
marry,
Apt. 57, guilty of
year-old common law husband, wanted for the murder of
Winfrey
L.
James
Mrs.
and
Mr.
of
son
nie Earl Boykins, 18,
Her intended reportedly is Houston Robinson, who is said Mrs. Beatrice Staclin of 254 S.
punishment at 30 years in
be a nismber of the Black Orleans, Apt.2, walked into Poof 1037 N. Seventh at., and set his
Robert Womack, 20. guitar- to
Muslim sect, and a member lice Headquarters and gays
prison. • •
ist and member of the Val. of Mosque No. 2 in Chicago.
for the trial,
himself up saying, "I heard you
A number of students filled the courtroom
Insp. Swann said the woman were looking for me."
singing group.
entinos
each side.
for
testimony
gave
dozen
a
nearly
and
was severely beaten by RobinConfessing to the murder
Cooke was shot to death Dec. wan, who afterward called his
PARENTS AT TRIAL
Lee 'Rough
present, and when
Robbie
10 by Mrs. Bertha Lee Frank- mother, Mrs. Easter Jude of was
The victim's mother and stepfather were
displayed the bloodlin, manager of the Hacienda 278 Walker, and told her to House" Fields, 34, of 73,5 Pon.
the prosecutor, Asst. Gen. Cleve Drennon,
Motel in Los Angeles. Mrs. go by the house and see about totoc St.
at the time he was
stiffened shirt that Boykin's was wearing
Franklin was later cleared by the victim.
GAVE NO REASON
region made by the
killed, with the two holes in the upper
a coroner's jury after she testiInsp. Swann said Fields gave
crying, and Judge Sam
When Mrs. Jude arrived she
Japanese dagger, Mrs. Winfrey began
fied that she had shot the singer found the woman unconscious no reason for saying Mrs. Marorder could be reCampbell ordered the jury to retire until
in self defense.
and she was carried to John lin, wife of a sailor, who was
stored.
Police investigators said Gaston hospital and placed in the city's first murder victim
was
who
man,
white
-old
80-year
A short while later, an
of the year. Before she died
Cooke, burst in on Mrs. Frank- the "Intensive Care" unit.
suffered is heart atVisiting the trial with a younger brother,
Mrs. Thompson was found the day following her stabbing,
lin as he was searching for a
hospital.
offitack and had to be carried to the
female companion, Lisa Boyer, to be suffering from a fractured she named her slayer, and
took the
for hint
Howard, who was the first witness in his defense,
who had accompanied him to skull, two broken legs, and had cers had been looking
driven
e
convertibl
a
stand and told how he had been riding in
the motel and then fled the been brutally stomped in the since that time.
cl., early last
Fields has served time in
room with the singer's clothes. pelvic region.
by Kermit "Spider" Taylor of 1057 Chadwick
Spider,
"Say
prison for an earlier murder,
said,
OFFICERS
TO
TALKED
Cooke
fall, when young Boykins ran up to it and
Mrs.
The 23-year-old
you."
Mrs. Thompson was injured and was on parole at the time
who are these chumps you have riding with
to show up for prosecution. Flanking him has maintained an air of mys-.. _
Saturday, but after going he killed Mrs. Maclin. His nickLEAVING CITY COURT — Joseph Gray, a
On
left,
Douglas,
reported
her
Floyd
ng
tery surroundi
are his two witnesses,
CLAWS HE FORGOT
is seen leaving the main
to the hospital she regained name was given him in accordmusician,
local
the
to
offense
took
and
steadfastly
Photo)
has
back,
and
nt
engageme
Howard was riding in the
and James Bailey. (MLR
consciousness and told officers ance with the numerous aspolice station after the woman who had him
vehicle, and was
refused to comment on the prossaults he has made upon indi•
remark. He said that he jumped out of the
what had happened.
using "wrong rest room failed
for
arrested
20the
to
ensued,
marriage
which
her
peel of
knocked out by Boykins in a fight
It was not known whether viduals.
"
side
is,
other
She
r.
the
entertaine
year-old
hapfight, but
Mrs. Machin was stabbed on
Robinson is associated with the
He claimed that he forgot all about the
• •
18. 1964, when
I The musician said that when however, sporting a diamond on Black Muslim organization with Jan. 10.
pened to be in an army surplus store on Sept.
was
he
left
that
her
of
woman
finger
the
proper
told
the
he
for a dollar, and
I not going outdoors and around hand, it was said.
he saw a Japanese dagger with sheath selling
bought it because he considered it a bargain.
building. The waitress, Althoug'h the credibility of
the
out by Boy•
who was identified as a Mrs. such a marriage so soon after
lloward claimed that after he was knocked
called him "my
and
him,
taunt
to
continued
Ruby Thomas, said "You're her husband's demise would
student
the
kins,
he
after
the stand
getting smart,- and told a dish- seem to be questionable, the
boy." One student, Alfonze Perkins, 15, took
claimed he heard
washer to go and call the po- tale of betrothal has been conwas brought reluctantly to the court, and
vicinity
the
in
meet
to
lice.
seesed, "My man. Hardest man in
A local test of the public chanced
Boykins say -vetten -Howard ,
firmed by .1. W. Alexander,
him." The youth accommodt'iions section of the and decided to have a drink
Mr. Gray said that a short former business partner of
New Chicago, and had to be the one to oil
and talk over old times.
while later a squad car with Cooke, and co-owner of several
explained that "oil" means "to whip" a person.
1964 Civil Rights Act was averThey said that after buying,two Negro &leers arrived, and enterprises founded by the two
ted last Wednesday morning
SOLI) HIS TICKET
to go when a waitress who had a a bottle of liquor from a near- without allowing him to ex- men.
On the night of the killing, Howard said he intended
happened,
stomach musician arrested for using a by store, they went to the small plain tvhat had
Alexander stated he "never
the football game. but that he became sick at the
still has placed him under arrest and
rest room which she said was establishment, which
He was dreamed" that Mrs. Cooke
bile in the New Chicago area and sold his ticket.
*
jail.
over
signs
to
with
him
entrances
carried
two
only",
"whites
for
the
reserved
by
soon after her
He said that it was just by chance that he came
"White" and charged with "disturbing the would re-wed so
were failed to show up at City Court. each marked
husband's death.
school — walking — when the team and other students
peace."
"
"Colored.
the
used
he
the camArrested after
nded and amazed"
returning from the game. Howard said he went onto
After being released on $26 "Dumbfou
'NOT YOURS'
rest room in the Mississippi
made a com- he said he stammered his conpus because he saw a girl he knew crying.
Grry
Mr.
bond,
and
he
Pl.
that
Ida
said
of
Gray
corner
Mr.
Grill at the
Ile told the jury tha't was seen hy Boykins, who appeared and Mississippi Blvd. was Jo- his friends entered the door plaint to the Memphis branch gratulations to the bride-to-be
" to
and put
which assigned but was far "too surprised
to have been staggering, and that he came up to him
Gray, 22, of 669 E. Mc- marked "White," and were of the NAACP,
seph
began
inquire into the details of the
out his hand, but he refused to shake hands, Boykins
any disturbance, Atty. B. L. Hooks, to represent
without
served
Lemore.
match." The wedding
pd
a rest room him in court the following day. "love
cursing, pulled off his coat rolled up his shirt sleeves,
•
Mrs. Gray said he and two but after he used
warned
The charge was dismissed date was set for March he said,
the
building
the
of
started to fight Howard said that the student was
rear
the
in
573
of
Bailey
James
his
friends,
reach
to
Womack
apenable
to
to
jabfailed
and
one
Thomas
out
Mrs.
pulled
when
"That's not your
that he had a knife, and that Boykins
E. McLemore and Floyd Doug- woman said.
21st birthday.
is around on pear for prosecution.
bed it at him.
las of 1081 S. Wellington St., rest room. Yours
The businessman said the
stabbed
and
said,
he
It was then that he pulled his dagger,
couple had been acquainted "for
how he
the youth when he was hemmed in. Howard described
at least five years" and added
as
was chased by students throwing bricks and bottles at him
that he expected them to rebeat him
he fled home, and how one of the Manassas students
main living in Los Angeles and
with a board during his flight.
will "most likely" live in the
Earlier, students had testified that Howard had confronted
lavish Hollywood Hills home
you want
Boykins, picked a fight and then said, "Now what do
which Cooke had built at a cost
dagger.
the
with
attacke'd
to do," before he
of $200,000. lie did not comment
SHORT SLEEVE SHIRT
on the effect the marriage
During cross examination, Howard was asked if he was
would have on the two Cooke
Funeral services for a young pha Kappa Alpha sorority and
the
before
sleeves
cs
shirt
his
Mathemati
up
Mu
sure that the victim had rolled
children.
Manassas high school mathe- Alpha Kappa
the
exhibited
prosecutor
Society.
on
the
Honor
Womack, like Cooke, a former
matics teacher were held
fight, and after saying he was,
During her first year out of
Tuesday nigh at the Bethel
gospel singer, has been describaktiort sleeve shirt which the victim had been wearing.
a
was
Coleman
Mrs.
privcollege,
entering
pastor,
before
the
AME Church with
ed as "a slender brown-skinned.
W Seeking a conviction in his final trial
WILLIAM MILLI.R
mathematics teacher at the Holboy, who is fairly goodlooking,'
ate practice, Asst. Atty. General Drennon had Howard admit Rev. J. L. Gleese, delivering
at
School
Vocational
Grove
ly
brass
of
eulogy.
pair
as
handsomel
the
though not nearly
that he had attacked a 14-year-old boy with a
Mrs. Blanche West Coleman, Holly Grove, Ark. She joined
as Sam Cooke."
knuckles when he was the same age, and that after being sent
facSchool
High
Manassas
the
on
died
Pl.,
Stephens
639
be25. of
According to reports received
to.a Federal correctional center at Washington, D. C., for
Saturday following open heart ulty in 1962.
the DEFENDER, Mrs.
by
ing involved in the stealing of a car, he had to be sent to
hussurgery at :he E. II. Crump Survivors iniude h e r
Cooke and Womack became acAsheville, Ky., and later to Chillicothe, Ohio, because of his Memorial Hospital. She had band, A 2C George Coleman,
quainted some five years ago
repeated attacks on other prisoners.
been away f.om school since who is stationed at Elgin AFB,
when Womack was only 15.
Manassas
attended
had
Howard
that
Ruby
out
Mrs.
N
brought
mother,
was
It
MRS. BLANCHE COLEMA
Jan. 11, whsii she left the class- Fla., her
T h e association apparently
exbeen
his
having
of
made
BobMrs.
was
sister,
a
mention
and
no
but
Locke,
High school,
room because of illness.
grew over the ensuing years
a
from
hanging
a
years
rope
with
three
to
Stephens
sentenced
639
of
was
Hammons
youth
The
t.
pelled for misconduc
Mrs. Coleman was a gradu- bie
to William L. Miller, Sr., 32, of by being assigned to variout
tree in a neighbor's back yard. until the Valentino's signed
in the car case and had to serve the complete term.
ate of Melrose High School and PI.
on Wednesday an exclusive contract with the 4883 Ortie Drive, has been em- areas of the jail.
was
Burial
summer,
past
the
During
at
College
Arkansas AM & N
RAID CLOSE ATTENTION
Co., the firm ployed as the first Negro jailer During the few days .•.e has
Larry morning in National cemetery. S-R Recording
lioward appeared in court neatly dressed in a plaid suit, Pine Bluff, Ark., where she was Mrs. Coleman's brother, acci- Southern F'uneral home was in that was founded by the late with the Shelby County Sher- been there. Mr. Miller has
was
nine,
West,
of
Bernard
class
tie
his
was
neck
the
but
with
graduated
with white shirt, and tie, the first day,
vocalist.
iff's department, and is pre- learned how to process incomof Al- dentally hanged while playing charge of final arrangements.
missing his final day in court. He paid close attention to all 1961. She was a member
sently on duty at the Shelby ing and outgoing prisoners, to
deeply
concernbe
ident of its Alumni Council.
testimony that was given, and appeared to
suppervise their feeding and has
County jail.
Carr P. Collins, chairman of
ed.
Barren Springs, worked at the desk. His starting
of
A
native
Insur;
Life
Deof
Fidelity
the board
Young Boykins was a cadet captain in the National
Va., Mr. Miller moved his fam- salary is $325 a month, but he
auce company, will be guest
fense Cadet Corps and a secretary of the Ole Timers club at
ily to Memphis six years ago, will be given a raise after he
and bandance
at
a
speaker
the time of his death.
and has served in the U. S. attends an interservice school
mint on Satt.rday evening,
for three weeks in the month
Howard's grandmother, mother and sister were spectaArmy during that period.
Feb. 6.
Amliors during the trial.
CORONATION
Before his appointment as a of March.
WIEPUTY REMEMBERS
The banquet will be climaxed
jailer, Mr. Miller had been a • He is married to Mrs. RosetWhen the elderly man had a heart attack, one deputy was
president ence theme. "The impact of by the crowning of "Miss Nattemporary worker at the Mem- ta Miller, who is employed in
Price,
F.
Hollis
Dr.
rushing from the courtroom to summon an ambulance, hut re- of LeMoyne college, will deliver the United Negro College Fund ional UNCF," an event which
phis Defense Depot. He return- the business office of John Gasmembered that a prisoner was in the court and rushed back the opening address when the in a Changing Society."
marks the culmination of the
ed home from the Army in Oct. ton Hospital.
Workshops for students and fund-raising effort of UNCF
They are the parents of twins.
to have a fellow worker keep an eye on Iloward.
1964.
National Alumr.i Council of the
eight
a
uniStinson,
and
David
by
colleges
the
trial
of
the
students during the preceding
Howard was represented at
He attended the American William, Jr., and Wanda,
United Negro College Fund alumni
the year, according to Moses F.
High school in Chicago and years old.
private attorney, and Edward Thompson, a member of the holds its nineteenth annual versities affiliated with
around Belton, president of the UNCF
to St.
studied for two years at Hamp- The, family belongs
conference in Dallas, Feb. 5-7. Fund have been planned
Public Defender's office.
in Whit..
The three- 'ay meeting will the conference theme accord Council.
ton Institute in Hampton, Va. Paul Catholic school
A motion for a new trial will be acted on some time this
Searcy
"Each college selects a
Last week, the new jailer was haven, and the children attend
be held at the Stetter Hilton ho- ing to Mrs. Claytie 0.
month.
address oi Dallas. She is a facutly memintroduced to his new job the parrish school.
being
COOKE
With time off for good behavior, Howard might leave prison tel. Dr. Price's keynote
SAM
2
Page
PRICE,
DR.
See
preson Friday will be on the confer- ber of Bishop college and
in 15 years at the age of 34.

411

Arrest Musician For
Using lieoiet

1

Math Teacher Dies
After Heart Surgery

Sheriff Employs
A Negro Jailer

Dr.PriceTo Keynote
UNCF Council's Meet

Chickasaw Council

Scouter Recognition Dinner ... February 12th, 1965
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'Holiday On Ice' GoesTo Coliseum County Agent

p.
gen
e•

principals ale different .
'Foe Morris ChaIfen-produced seen in a new setting when it This will be the first big tiMe!thit 21those of a year ago. New
skating extravaganza, "Holiday opens at the Mid-South CoMbining revue to be presenteththan
allow comedy has been added and
On Ice," now owned by New scum on Tuesday night, Feb. 23 I- the Coliseum and will pro- there's something for everyone
York's Madison Square Garden for six days and eight perform- the customers to see the
dtiction in its proper envirorr:in the family.
Corporation, will pay its annual ances.
ment for the first time. The Record crowds have Leen atrun
will
show
The
through
Memphis
to
visit
mid-winter
at
shows
skill
with
28,
of the skaters, tIte.color sf tiacted in every city the show
Feb.
Sunday,
23-28.
Feb.
light.. has played. The critics have
It will he the twentieth re- 8 p. in. nightly through Satur- the costumes, the bizarre music
been universal in their acclaim, Ernest Brazzle has been seturn to the Bluff City as .the day and three week-end mati- ing effects, and even the
and heard to ri.tid Morris Chalfen says it is lected as vice chairman of the
show celebrates its twentieth nees at 2:30 p. no. Saturday, will be shown advantage.
-the finest he has produced.
anniversary with the most ex- Feb. 27, and two on Sunday at much greater
There is no increase in ad- Shelby County Heart Fund
travagant display of costumes, 1 p. m. and 1:30 p. m. Children "Holiday On Ice" is complete- Mission price over formeriDrive, according to Leonard
rouTh
price
half
costumewise.
hew
at
ly
skating, music and ice comedy will be admitted
to the 2:30 p. in. show on Sat- tinesfor the skating chorus and Years. Tickets range from two Kerr, former Shelby County
it has ever presented.
--- dollars to $3.50. Tickets are on'Agent and County Heart Fund
only.
"Holiday On Ice" will be urday
sale at the Coliseum box office
and at a special box office of chairman.
STARTS SAT. FEB. 6
Mr. Brazzle, who lives at 4133
the Claridge Hotel.
Bowen Rd., was born in Eads,
Foster, vii e-president; Annie M. Taylor,
THE BENEVOLENT MD CLUB held its
WEEK!
ONE BIG
recretary; Dwells Thomas, assistant secand has been assistant county
yearly Holiday Banquet at 2030 Clarksdale
retary; Genthia Collins, chaplain; Carrie
on Thursday, December 31. The club conagent in Shelby Couty for the
B. Graham, Instructor; Elnora Forbes,
sists of twelve Christian people who have
past 15 years. He is a graduate
Rosie ward, Marie Hodges, Bettie Campbees concerned with helping the less fortof Shelby County Training school
GAINESVILLE, Fla.- Thirbell, and Juanita Coffer. Not shown is Mrs.
unate for ten years. Lett to right: Mesat Woodstock and has a degree
teen members of Gainsville COIT'S A SORT
Vince Park, Treasurer.
dames Essie B. Woods, president; Bertha
AMERICAN
in agriculture from Tennessee
RE had prepared to form a huINTERNATIONALS
man chain in front of the en- PLAQUEMIAL,_ La. - Trans- A & I State university.
OF LATE...
the program were Geeter gradtrance to a while junior high fer applications for 150 Negro "It is an honor to serve so
uates presently attending Owen
LATE SHOW
school if the school board per- students seeleng to enroll at worthy a cause as the Heart
LeMoyne colleges and
and
sisted in its refusal to admit midterm in previously all-white Fund," Mr. Brazzle said, "and
WITH A TEEN
Memphis State university.
Negroes to night time vocational schools were requested of the with 2,100 Shelby Countians dyThey were Bobbie JP.
classes.
Iberville Parish School Board ing every year with heart ailAGE
Smith, Ada Mae Alexani
But the action was made un- by Tolbert Harris of Plaque- ments generous contributions
Bernice Hawkins, Susie Hyrn..
TWIST
must be received from all peonecessary when four Negro mine CORE.
Daniel Lewis and William
women, who had been turned
In seeking Cie forms, Tol- ple in this area to combat the
House, Owen; Doris White,
away a week before, were ad- bert pointed out that he also number one killer."
The Guidance department of tive snd foreign languages; Martha Hill, Barbara Jo Wilmitted without incident. CORE represents the PTA of Seymour- February is "Heart Month."
Redden and Freddie
Spiver Gordon ville, one of Plaquemine's two It will be climaxed on "Heart Gecter High Schocl has start- why they need social science!son, IvoryLeMoyne,
and Samu.PATHECOLOR...PA1EAVIS10N* field secretary
ed a new project for 1965, and study, and the need for voca- Hudson,
Sundry" on Feb. 21.
ghettc areas.
accompanied them.
el Hall, Joe Lee Townsend, Ruthe theme is "Big Issues Fac- tional subjects.
Ameix;
fus Williams, James Toles and
STUDENT GUESTS
ing Geeter Students in 1965.
Objects of the project are During a progra m last Anthony Keys, Memphis State
to make students realize that Thursday, Rev. J. A. McDaniel, University.
Starring Tommy Kirls and Annette Funicello
peer study habits result in bad director of the Memphis Urban
During the afternoon, the
grades; the importance of, po- League, gayo a talk on the
college students spoke to other
Program.
"pushand
"drop-outs"
tential
Poveity
President's
PLUS 2nd HIT
Seated on the stage duringl students at the school.
outs" remaining in school; the
importance of continuing one's
DOREN
MAMIE VAN
education beyond the high
school level.
TOMMY NOONAN
next six weeks,
During
COUNTRY STYLE
students will hr.ve a short
SCREWIEST COMED1
a week to
day
one
schedule
PARTY CATERING TO CLUBS I THE GENERAL PUBLIC
allow for a homeroom discusOF THE YEAR!
sion.
PRIVATE DINING ROOM AVAILABLE
Topics to be discussed during
the period are :Why Geeter
Prop,
Currie,
John
Mrs.
Mr. &
students need to read and the Religious Emphasis Week at Cr. "le is general secretary vik
importance of studying; why Le Moyne ,College, scheduled the Division of World Misiff.
948-9259
560 E. TRIGG AVE.
the students need to become for Feb. 10-12, will feature Dr. United Church of Christ,
proficient in the use of both na- John A. Reuling as guest :ead- Dr. John C. Mickle, who is
coordinating the week of religion at the college ,said Dr.
Reuling will speak at three 10:30
a. m. chapel services during his
stay here, developing the subjects: "We Wait in Darkness,'
"My Brother's Keeper" and
8 Cy I .PG.RH One Owner
'how Much Do I Owe?"
The Le Moyne College choir
will sing at each of the chapel
4
.ship services.
Dr Autom.. R.H.
Operating out of the heart of the low-rent district, this hard-working organization will put in many hours within the
The visiting minister will lead
a discussion of the topic, "Chrisnext weeks to bring you the best prices and service in the Mid-South to sell you quality merchandise.
tianity, Democracy and World
Mission," as 12:30 p. m. ThursMonza. 2 Dr., R H., 16,000 Miles
Aluminum
Factory.
From
Wrought Iron Columns
Direct
day, Feb. 11, in the Brownlee
Close-Out Lumber
PAINT
Truck
Load.
Windows
lecture hall. Emphasis will be
$3.99
8' Flat
2x4, 2x6, 2.8 ..$49.00A1
Dripless Latex .$2.29 gal.
(steel@ hunt
on Africa.
$5.99
8' Corner'.
All Lengths
Tungroc Int./Ext. Masonry
He will address two 6 p. m,
I/I With Half Screens
54.99
6 Cy I . R H.. P.G.
9' Flat
STORM WINDOWS
Latex, White $2.49 gal.
lx4, Is6, 118,
dinner meetings on the campus.
$7,99 9' Corner .
$7.99
1.10, lx12 ...$39.00M
Cie first on Wednesday, Feb.
511.99 10' Flat
Trade Mark Ext, Latex
$5.49
2.813.0 •
Stock Sizes $7.95
10, for faculty and staff memMISC. Patterns, Sidings &
White . ...$3.99 gal.
$9.99 10' Corner .
$9.75
3-0z3.0
bers and their escorts, and the
Sir a Drive, "Economy" Yes
C
DFI. V
Workings. Shorts.
Can order any standard
2/2 Wit17.44alt Screens
Clothes Lin* Poles
Trade Mark Est.'
second Thursday, Feb. 11, for
sizes up to 40" wide. 63"
2..dxf 4
$10.99
$3.95 Each
Primer . ...52.99 gal.
Le Moyne's honor students
high. $8.45 during this
Srvi.rs With Half Screens
$3.29 gal.
gallac .
student members of the IP
LUMBER
sale.
Good Second Car
$7.49
2.04:15
lege's Christian Fellowship.
Paint Thinner . ..99c gal.
2x4 RL Wht Fir
RANGE HOODS
$69
3.0414t .
Any odd size up to 40"
Enamel
.
Fir
Wht
8'
2:4
Creosote
Crewood
..... .$10.49
4i) 1.0
6
wide, 63" high ....59.95
30"-36"--42"
Select [con
39c
Oil .
99c gal.
$12.49
Cyl., R.H., P.G.
In Colors
2x6 Big Mill Y. P.
Invaider One Cost
Grills
$1.59
Including Fan, Light, Filter,
thru 16'
$74.95
Int. Gloss White
PARqAIN HUNTERS
of
Price
Unheard
the
at
of
Spec.
Paint
$2.99
Mill
Big
2.8
here,
listed
nert
items,
Mony
Storm Doors
$17.95
(Only 21) . ....$19.95
IF YOU QUALIFY
8'-20'
$74.95
at extra special prices for
General Super
Fan
Deluxe-2-Speed
this sale only!
2x10 Big Mill Sp. -574.95
$2.95
Standard
EASY TERMS
(Only 6) .
$23.95
The Boosters club of Father
White Creosote
S1.99
* *
Stainless Steel 42"
Bertrand and St. Augustine
electric wall heaters
Floor & Deck Enamel $2.59
Sashes 99c Your Choice.
(Only 27) .
527.95
1500 Watts 120 V...$12.95
schools will present a "SweetNails
Aluminum
Some
up to $9 Windows.
4-Piece Built-in Kitchen
2000 Watts 220 V...$22.95
heart Tea" on Sunday, Feb. 14,
SP.]6P Common
$9.95C
$3.95
Chromotone .
Misc, Sixes, Odd Aluminum
Hood-Sink-Oven3000 Watts 220 V...$23.95
between 4 and 7 p. m. in the
1/3 off
Windows
4000 Watts 220 V...527.95
Cooktop
No. 811 Clear
PANELING
Father Bertrand High School
All Electric....5189.50
Varnish
$2.99
Aluminum
Odd
Frame
4x8
Prefinished
gymnasium.
2R SUMMER AVENUE
Screens .
Full Line of Light
594
Plastic 9x12 Drop Cloth
Lauan .
The tea is open to all, and
53.99
Fixtures
Aluminum Sliding
Reg. 98c
Now 13c
especially parents, friends, and
Toast Birch
$5.99
UNITS
DOOR
$1.75 up
Patio Doors
those who consider themselves
Oak
$5.99
7" Pan & Roller Set.
6--559.95 12-599.95
a guests. Door prizes will be aWalnut
99c
Complete
$8.95 Complete 2 Side Trim, Split
Jamb. Your choice of
Insulated Windows with
warded.
Cherry
Sepeli
$4.95
4" No. TX325 Paint Brush
Asphalt Sheathing
Locks, Lauren Doors, 1.6,
Storm Sashes Built In
Ten "sweetheart" tables will
Anfq. Birch
$5.99
..Now
Reg.
$1.95
$2.99
4.9
$41.95
2
1
/
8i
$16.95 /
2.6,
2.4,
4x
2.0,
2.8,
be set up. Mrs. Robert Hines
12
3.0
Nat. Birch
$5.99
$18.95
president of the club.
S14.91‘
2.8x3.0
• Mrs. Ritta Smith is ch..
SHEET ROCK
$21.95
2.8:4.4 . ..
Unfinished
Some Misc, Door Units $10.99
Step Stool, Reg. $2.39
man; Mrs. Maggie B. Pea,
$23.50
3.014.4
Look At These Prices
$1.59 34 Lauan Plywood .. $12.95 Misc. Doors Inside.
Now
co-chairman; Mrs. Florence
$25.75 1/4" 4x8 ....$1.39-$43.44M
3.05.0 .
Outside
up
$1.99
Birch
$13.25
Plywood
4'---$3.95
Step Ladder
Bolden, secretary; Mrs. Ray6“
/
3
4x8
....S1.50-546.88M
Celotex Ceiling Tile
5'-54.95
chelle Carhee, public relations
4.8
....$1.69452.80M
2"
1
Plain White
S9.95C /
director, and Sister Mary EvanArmstrong Floor Cover6'-$5.95
FIBER GLASS INS.
511.95C 25-Lb. Jt. Cement. -.51.69
Painted Bevel
geline general director.
ings. Asphalt Tile, 45'
CLOSE OUT
$ .56
512.50C 250' Tape
Sculptured
Box .
$3.99
Panel
Plastic
Corrogated
2"x24" Rolled
Accoustical
514.95C
5 Rolls Surftone Inlaid
Ideal for Patio Fence
DOORS
(153" per roll)
No. 1682, 1685,
etc.
Section,
p's" HC Lauan
Concrete Steps519.95 er
I 686
$1.49 yd
(Continued From Page 1)
2.0.6.8
55.95 per tread
$3.99 8', 10', 12' Panels 19c sq. ft.
Tracmo Vinyl Carlon $2.75
Only
For
Sale
This
Must Go!
2.4x6.8
$4.49
UNCF' to represent her
'Miss
New Inlaid Pebble
MISC.
fellow studeots at the annual
2.6x6.8
S4.69 IA 8' C. Y.P. Pkg. _599.50
Biscay
$1.79
Y.P. Flooring $89.50 Work Bench
conference," Mr. Belton saki.
$10.95
15" & 23" WIDTHS
2.816.0
$4.89 1x4 8' D
Embossed Linoleum $2.99
"The young lady to whom the
INSULATION
3.0.6.8
First Grade
$5.20 Leuen Foldet Doors...55.95
Corlon
national honor goes will be the
$2.19
Iv. Thick .
523.95 3.0x6.8 1 3A" Die. Lt. $10.95 Bifold Doors 4.0x6.8 $29.95 Wht. Asb. Shingles. $14.97
college reporter the highest per
$29.95
capita student-giving ratio to
Yale Dummy Knobs
39e Misc. Y.P.Molding; Vz price
$89.00
the UNCF appeal."
ROOFING
Hand Saws'
S1:69
4
/
3
Sh.
Plywood
SIDING
..$5.79
$39.95
Thick
Full
Expected to attend the 1965
3"
$12.95
$4.99 Folding Stairs
210 Lb.
579
Misc. Screen Wire..5c sq. ft.
corference are UNCF alumni
Pouring Wool...$ .98 A Bag 1 x 8 105
PassageLocks
$1.50
235 Lb. 15 Yr. Whit* $5.79
Door Cutouts
volunteer workers from 150
19c
Bedroom Locks
$1.80
DECKING
campaign centers across Ai
15 Lb. or 30 Lb. Felt $1.89 Bath Locks
Medicine
Cabinets
with
$1.90
DURING THIS SALE WE
1 x8 S4S Decking, FHA
country, elected officers of nIIII
16x22 mirror
$5.95
$2.89 Cyl. Ent. Locks
90 Lb. Slate
$4.95
ARE SELLING 45-FT
Approved . ....S77.50
ional alumni associations, UNbdl.
iMixed
Misc,
store
fixture
BOXES OF TILE BELOW
116 8' 53S .`x .... $59.00
CF college alumni secretaries,
Memphis residents
during
lARGAINS
PRICE -$6.29 PER BOX.
UNCF campus- campaign stuwe
will
February
roofdeliver
In-Town And Out-Of-Town
WA ate 4ak'n
ALL THIS BY THE TRUCK
dent leaders and "Miss Nat10
of
orders
ing
or
squares
ional UNCF" contestants.
LOAD - NEW PATTERNS. WOULD YOU BUY A
Special Cash and Carry Prices On Our Customers.
more on 3 day notice for 20c
Going to Dallas along with
TRUCK LOAD OF VINYL ASBESTOS TILE TO GET
square.
a
Stock
And
"Entire
Lumber
Of
Building
Materials.
Dr. Price for the UNCF counTHE TRUCK LOAD PRICE?
cil meeting will be Miss Patricia Townsel, I.eMoyne's "Miss
TOO MANY ITEMS TO LIST THEM ALL-BUT SHOWN REF tOME OF OUR LOW, LOW PRICES-WE CAN HANDLE YOUR ENTIRE ImeiNG NEEDS, IF NOT IN STOCK WE
UNCF;" Elmer Henderson,
Let the winter winds blow! Your hair stays where
first vice president of the LeCAN GOT THEM FOR YOU AT A SMALL HANDLING CHARGE. DELIVERY TERMS ALWAYS ARRANGED.
It belongs-under a bouffant covering of nylon tulle..
Moyne General Alumnia association, and Robert M. Ratcliffe,
White, black, hot pink, beige, lilac, tawncv or light
public relations director and.
blue..
alumni executive secretary.

vice Cha'rman
In Heart Drive

No Trouble As
Negroes Enroll
In Fla. School

huo DAISY

La. Negroes Seek
School Transfers

Geeter High Students
To Face 'Big Issues'
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FEATURED LOUNGE OF THE WEEK
ZANZIBAR LOUNGE
FINE HOME COOKED MEALS-"DAILY"

Church Official To
Speak At College

O.K. USED CARS
OVER 200 IN STOCK

'2295

1964 CHEVELLE
1962 FOFR pne
1962 CHEV.
1962 CFIEV4
Impala .Dr

$1295
$1495
s1395
s 1695
$395
51095

1919ir
1953 FORIr?r
1961 CGFPIEV;Wagon.

HYMAN BUILDERS CASH & CARRY ANNUAL CAR LOAD SALE

CAR-TRUCK LOAD SALE!

Boosters Club
Plans Tea For
Valentine Day

NO MONEY DOWN

Odd Wood Windows

CHEV.
HOEHN
323-594,

•
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WOOLWORTH'S

•

Dr. Price
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0

YOUR MONEY'S WORTH MORE

AT

WOOLWORTH'S
a

A

BUILDERS
SUPPLY
• INC.

1129 FLORIDAmator.
948-1644

Bargain
LONDON -(UPI)- Seventy$s2.
ch.ars abandoned in the
eveeanc
suburb of Kensington have been
sold for a total of $154 - just
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Nat Cole's Dad
Dies; Rites Sat.

Congo Arrests
Russ Reporter

Four Area Students NamedzoxE
To'Who's Who'At Lane

•

Band Leader
Serving Time
In Jail Here

CARL'S

HOBBY SCHOOL

HOMES FOR
SALE
ORANGE MOUND

1556 BUNTYN 2 Bedrooms, Brick
Garage ONLY '250 DOWN F.H.A.

zkas

A CORTEZ OF
SELECTIONS OF CREATIVE
ARTS ARE READY FOR YOUR
IMMEDIATE ENROLLMENT

SOUTH MEMPHIS
• Step into

Dr.
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Teachers Wanted
In New York Area

Teachers with 30 points be- nigh and the work is challengyond a master's degree can earn ing and rewarding," Mrs. Nark
over 912,000 in three school dis- stated. "We already knout of
By BETTY WASHINGTON. .
tricts in Westchester county, more than 100 teaching posiTragedy agail. struck the family of singer. hiat,
New York, and twenty-nine - of tions that will be open next
Rev.
Edward
st•ITteiti
the
47 school districts in the year, and urge all interested,
when
father,
the
his
Cole
King
-7
.,
pay as high as 811,000 qualified teachers to apply at
county
Cole died of a heart attack after a lingering illness.
to $12,000 to such teachers, it once."
The Rev. Cole, pastor of First Baptist Church,
was announced today by Mrs. Teachers who are interested
Herbert M ark, director of In working in Westchester
•. North Chicago, Ill., who had been ill for some time,
Teacher Recruitment of the Ur- should write Mrs. Mark, direr-'
. reportedly had not been informtor of Teacher Recruitment, Urban League of Westchester.
1955.
in
Cole,
died
Mrs.
Feline
. ad of the gravity ,of his son,
The median salary earned by ban League of Westchester, I
Nat,
famous
son,
her
She
like
Nat's illness. Conversely, at
Westchester teachers in the Depot Plaza, White Plains, New
was noted as an internatIonally
DEFENDER press time, Cole famous pianist and singer.
1964-5 school year is approxi- York or call 914 WH 9-1174.
mately $8,000.
had not been informed by the Evelyn, the only daughter,
There will be openings in all
family that his father was dead. stated, "He was ill and in the
subject areas and on all grade
Evelyn Cole, the ginger's sis- hospital long before Nat became
levels for the 1965-6 school yea!
sick. But he got better and was
The largest number of open
I able to come home." The recuings
will be for teachers of elc
peration, however, was only
mentary grades who are certi. LEOPOLDVILLE, The Congo
temporary and was again
fled by the State of New York — (UPI) — A Russian new.Tahospitalized on January 1.
and have three or more years Perman started a hunger strike
The DEFENDER also learned
in the central police station to
experience,
that Isaac, another son of the
protest his arrest on suspicion
MGR STANDARDS
minister, also an entertainer, is
Although the total number, of of espionage, it was reliably
on his way back from an enopenings in other fields is not reported.
gagement in Reo, Nevada.
so large, there is a great need The Saviet newsman, Nicolai
Funeral services will be held
McCandless, Regina McGlaun, Thomas J. Carr, Mary Brad- for school librarians, teachers Khokhlov, was arrested Friday
In the Shiloh Baptist Church, at
WHO'S WHO AT LANE COLLEGE — Fourteen seniors at
ley, Shirley Burns and Diane Armstrong. Standing, same of industrial arts, girls' physi- while filing a dispatch to lzves800 S. Genese, Waukegan, on
Lane college, Jackson, Tenn., including one visiting stuorder, are George Williamson, Mary Bond, Odell Kinnon, cal education, mathematics, tia, the official newspaper of
Saturday at 11 a.m. The wake
dent, are among students from all over the United States
Edward McKelvy, Danita Nelson and Roy Westmore. Not foreign languages, English and the Russian Government.
will be held Friday in First Bapnamed to "Who's Who in American Colleges and UniversiA spokesman for the Congotist Church, 1412 Greenfield,
shown is Mrs. Miriam Richmond. (Mark Stansbury Photo) science.
ties." Seated from left are Joan McCullar, Mrs. Rosalyn
Many of the school districts lese government said it had
where he himself served for so
tary of the senior class and a In Westchester are actively proof that Khokhlov had been in
many years as pastor, advisor
member of Delta Sigma Theta seeking to integrate their facul- contact with rebels fighting aand friend to those who needed
gainst Premier Moise Tshomt es.
him.
EDITOR
"Academic standards a r e be's administration.
Relatives and friends may
The editor of the Lanite, Miss
REV. EDWARD COLE
pay their respects during the
Armstrong is majoring in Enwake services, scheduled to beglish with a Spanish minor, and
ATTENTION'
gin at 2 p.m. Interment will folplans to teach in high school
low the Saturday funeral rites
MEN AND WOMEN
after receiving an advanced dein the Mt. Olivet Cemetery,
Two Memphians and students and students at that school. president of the State Christian gree. A pioneer in the LaneZion, Ill.
You can earn $100 weekly or more.
The Rev. Mr. Cole is survived from Millington and German- Kinnon, president of the class Youth Fellowship of the CME Wesleyan Exchange program,
she is now serving as president
('lasses now starting to train:
by his wife, Cora Bell, a daugh- town are among the 13 seniors of 1965 and a member of Ome- rhurch.
Branch Managers
ter, Evelyn; four sons, Edward, at Lane college, Jackson, ga Psi Phi fraternity, is major- Miss McCullar is also an ele- of the Beta Chi chapter of Delta
Jr., who lives in Los Angeles; Tenn., named recently to ing in elementary education, mentary education major with I Sigma Theta sorority.
Crew Managers
The
and
is
acyoungest
of
four
minoring
in
French,
daughI
Frederick, New Vol* Isaac, "Who's Who Among Students in
Salespeople
North Chicago; and Nat, who American • Colleges-and- Univer- tive with the Pre-Alumni club, a minor in Spanish. She is pres- ters of Rev. end Mrs. Archie
,the Student Christian associa- ident of the Student National Bradley of Germantown, Miss
also makes his tome in Los sities."
— Earn while you learn.
Enroll
today
tion, the French club and is'Education association, secre- Bradley is an elementary eduAngeles.
$5.011 can hart you on the road to success.
The selections were made on
cation major minoring in Spanthe basis of the students' aca1,11. She belongs to the Alpha
Enroll at:
•
demic excellence, leadershii
kappa Alpha sorority, Spanish 1
FULLER PRODUCTS COMPANY
ability, responsibility, and over-,
dub, Pan-Hellenic Council, is
492 South Main Street
all contribution to college life.
a counselor to freshmen, and is
Memphians on the list are
II NO
presently "sweeeart"
"sweetheart" of AlOdell Kinnon and Miss Joan
I pha Phi Alpha
Katheryn McCullar. bliss ('.11.L
fraternity.
NAT MING COLE
t
III
Diane Armstrong of Millington
III
PHONE 452-9316
and Miss Mary Helen Bradford
ter, said the family "has been
inactivities
the
SAIGON
—
(UPI)
—
The
Luganda
were
on
I
were
also
of Germantown
4g431W
debating whether or not to tell
CAN YOU USE
Ben Branch, popular Mem- named,
,oar New Year ushering in the crease. Red propaganda teams
Nat of the death, but had just
Ifita
throughout
active
reported
Year
of
the
Serpent
brought
a
were
LAUNDRY
phis
orchestra
STUDENTS
leader, is serv- MORE
about decided it was best that
despite the,
countryside
MORE
lull
the
war
against
the
Comthe
Mary
are
Miss
Other
students
the tragic news be given him ing a 60-day sentence in the
munist Viet Cong with only two truce effective until midnight
MAGIC TUNNEL CAR WASH
by a member of the family."
Shelby County jail, for what h. Elizabeth Bond, Thom a s minor clashes reported. A next Saturday.
The Rev. Mr. Cole, 78, tookc says is part two of a term met- Jerome Carr and Edward C. spokesman
disclosed four In the other incident in Ba
McKelvy, Jackson; Miss ShirMONDAY THRU FRIDAY $100
his family to North Chicago
AL CONVENIENT
Americans were slightly wound- Xuyen Province 90 miles southwhen they left Chicago in 1936. ed out to him in a settlement ley Jean Burns, Brownsville;
%IF
weekend.
actions
this
ed
in
Williamson,
CovingGeorge
W.
LOCATIONS
In Chicago, he had presided 0- 1 involving his former wife.
festive mood in the streets west of Saigon a Viet Cong
WHERE FOLKS LIKE COI)
ver a congregation at the Twi- 'Mr. Branch said he was ap- ton; Mrs. Myrian Royster Rich- A
GET PREFERENTIAL
2544 SUMMER AVE
of
overshadowed the po- Company was reported in action
Saigon
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE
mond,
Ripley;
Mrs.
Rosalyn
light Baptist Church, then at pearing in New York City in
SERVICE"
infighting and Brig. Gen. against an outpost at Tan Hung
25th and Dearborn Streets. He the musical, "Golden Boy," with Hughes McCandless, Columbia; litical
moved his family to Chicago Sammy Davis, Jr., when he and Roy Westmore, De Funiak Phan Van Dong, the city's mil- manned by 41 local militiamen.
governor, abolished the
from Montgomery, Ala. in 1923. was ordered back to the Bluff Springs, Fla., and Miss Regina itary
1 a. m. curfew during the New
At the time the announcement City for the term at the jail. Faye McGlatin, Detroit.
Vietnamese c a 11
MI,came that Nat was receiving He is a trusty, and is assigned Miss Danita Elaine Nelson, Year the
an exchange student from Necobalt treatment for cancer of to details at the jail.
Though the Communists were
his left lung, the Rev. Cole Officials at the jail, however, braska Wesleyan university at
observing a cease-fire
could not be reached for com- disagreed with what Mr. Branch Lincoln, Neb., was nominated reported
ment. His present wife. Mrs. said. They said the records to the distinction by the faculty on the battlefields their propaCora Bell Cole, (known affec- show that he is in jail for "writtionately as 'Little Mcma'), ing some bad checks."
intimated to the DEFENDER This is the second time withthat the minister was very ill, in the last year that the bandand had not been informed of leader, who appeared in roles
on television more than a year
the singer's condition.
The minister's former wife, ago, has served time in jail
and the mother of his children, here.
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See Leo King
For Your
Stacy Adams Shoes

1818 McMILLEN ST. Spacious Redecorated Several Extras Fieldstone,
Air Condition 1st Advert.
or F.H.A.
1124 PRESTON 3 Bedroom Large Garage
& Workshop, F.F. & F.A.
Heating GI or F.H.A.
206 FAIRVIEW 2 Bedrooms Nice Lot,
Redecorated '100 Dn. GI or Equity

NORTH MEMPHIS
BLACK tir
BROWN
iS3095
You'll 'year Stacy-Adams Shoes or
years — knowing they're the finest you can boy. Fine
hand-craftsmanship ... rich styling ... luxurious
leathers ... assure you instant and everlasting
comfort — plus smart good looks that'll carry you
through many seasons.

4613
BEASZEY.JONES RAGLAND

99 South Main
CHARGE ACCOUNTS INVITED

2311 ALAMEDA, 3 Bedroom Brick,
Freshly Redecorated, Clean As A
Pin, GI. or F.H.A. Financing
or Equity
1461 STANDRIDGE, Plenty of Room,
100 Down GI. or Conventional
Loan

SOUTHLAND
Real Estate
2377 LA1MAR AVENUEMEMPHIS, TENNESSEE 38114

327-2086

LEATHER CRAFT
KNITTING
RUG MAKING
& MODELING
THESE'ARE HOBBIES-NOT ONLY FOR THE IDLE
MOMENTS OF LIFE BUT MONEY MAKING
CREATIVE IDEAS-EVERYONE WOULD BE
INTERESTED IN
CALL US TODAY FOR INQUIRY
525-2904

••
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Says Red sPastors HearArnold;
China Won't
J oin U. N. Elect 1965 Officers

LeMoyne Grads Plan
For 'Alumni Sunday'

JAKARTA — (U 7 I) — Red Dean Lionel A. Arnold of Le- pr isldent; Elmer M. Martin,
The committee arranging a Joseph Westbrook will mod
China would not join the United Moyne college gave a talk about vice president; Roy Love, Deprogram for LeMoyne's annual crate the panel which will be
Nations now even if its admix- his experiences as a leader of Witt Alcorn, keter G. Crawford
Alumni Sunday, scheduled for composed of Carl Johnson, re
anJ L. A. Hamblin, vice presiion was approved, Communist college stip.'ents last summer dents-at-large.
Feb. 14, is determined to make search chemist at St. Jude,
Chinese Prime Minister Chou in Adegrat, Tigre Province,
this event one of the better af- Samuel Peace, realtor; Dr. VasAnd Henry L. Starks, secreEn-Lai has told the Indonesian Ethiopia, under the Africa tary; J. C. Richardson, assistfairs in the history of the col- co A. Smith, dentist, and local
NAACP vice president, and Dr
news agency Antara.
lege.
Crossroads program during a ant secretary; James M. LawIndonesia's withdrawal from
It will be held in The Com- Juanita Williamson, professor
meeting of the Memphis-Shelby son, corresponding secretary;
are
All
W. E. Ragsdale, treasurer; S.
he U. N. was the reason for
tnons on the campus starting of English at LeMoyne.
Interdenominational A. Owen, devAional leader, and
County
includLeMoyne,
graduates of
the new stand, Chou told Antara
at 5 p.m.
week.
last
Alliance
Ministers
superis
who
Westbrook
T. C. Lightfoet, parliamentariin an interview. "How can the
Highlight this year will be a ing Mr.
The meeting was held at the an.
peoples Republic of China pospanel discussion on "LeMoyne visor of secondary education
branch
Brown
H.
the
of
Sarah
schools.
public
Memphis
Elected commi'tee chairmen
Profesfor
sibly join," Chou was quoted as
Graduates Enter Many
An added feature will be the
saying. "We grew up outside YWCA. Rev. S. A. Owen, pas- were Revs. D. C. Cunningham,
sions."
of Metropolitan Baptist program; J. C. Richardson, fiperformance of the LeMoyne
the world organization and liv- tor
church, led the ministers in a nance; C. J. Gasten, education;
choir under direction of Prof
ed well."
Chance
service.
Last
devotional
The
W. J. Neal, transportation; H.
John W. Whittaker.
Election of officers for the Al- H. Jones, ProposAion and Refellowship hour with reA
HENGELO, Holland — (UPI)
and
held,
*as
1965
for
liance
quest, Peter G. Crawford, civic;
freshments will follow the pro— Patrons of the "N Zoeni"
the following ministers were P. T. Stewart, publicity; Mrs.
restaurant here received a gram.
serve:
to
elected
Amanda Ballard, social and reccommittee in charge of
pleasant surprise when they The
Revs. John Charles Mickle, reation; F. T. Sanders, memincludes Elmer Henwere charged the prices of 55 the event
bership; Percy F. Jones, meGREENSBORO, N.C. — (NPI I
derson and Mrs. Lee Eleanor
years ago.
morial, and E. Paul Beavers,
John Lewis, chairman of the
Benson, co-chairman; Miss
The restaurant',: owner, Ter
relatio is.
race
Student Non-Violent CoordinatP.
Charles
Mrs.
Sykes,
Alyne
Horst, is closing down his resthe check is G. B. Robinson, national sales ing Committee, and entertainer
J. Strickland comThe
—
UNCF
FOR
GIF7'
Crawford
taurant, which was built i. 1910. Roland, Mrs. Mildred
representative of the firm which markets Jon Hendricks were featured
pany of Memphis was among the big conAs a farewell gesture, he low- and Roscoe McWilliams.
Royal Crown hair dressing, White Rose Pe- participantg in a program of en
tributors to the United Negro College Fund
level,
the
to
ered all prices
troleum jelly, Hovt's cologne and other pro- tertainment a n d discussion
in its recent nation-wide drive, and seen
year.
of that
ducts. Strickland company is an annual con- marking the fifth anniversary The celebrated Major I.ance
standing here, ready and willing to receive
Get 'Canned'
of the first ".at-in" demonstra- and his sparkling show, includtributor to UNCF. (Hooks Bros. Photo)
the $2,250 check for UNCF is Dr. Ilollis F.
NOTTINGHAM, England —
All Color, and Color
tion against segregation by ing Larry Birdsong, will be prePrice, pres. of LeMoyne college. Writing
CombinationS
BACK TO HOME
men,"
(UPI) — "Join these
four Negro college students in
night
Saturday
concert
for Ushers and
Cadges
in
sented
LONDON—(UPI)—Rresident
Greensboro Feb. 1, 1960.
reads a notice outside the priOrgonirationo
talman Shazar of Israel flew
week, Feb. 13, in Bruce
next
of
Lewis
The
speaker,
featured
postrecruiting
a
is
It
11111101 f1110111011E DEPT.
ome after attending the fun- son here.
shared the pugram with Rob- Hall on the LeMoyne College
Pulpits, Pm.Comm. idles
sal of Sir Winston Churchill. er for prison officers.
ert Moses, director of the Mis- campus.
NEW YORK — (Special names in order to avoid pay- York state.
loweot Prices Available
on the $46,500 libel judge- Mrs. James' attorney, Ray- sissippi Freedom Project.
ment
Manyto the Defender) —
WAITE 505 ME CATALOG
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Two ministers are in the news
backgrounds. Many of them are
as we write this. One is a news' themselves, terribly confused.
subject on a world level, the
Why use these especially disother on a local level.
advantaged children as pawns
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
in the struggle to accelerate dewas the victim of an assault by
segregation in our schools ?
a white fanatic in Selma, Ala.
There must be a better way.
While this is the sense of the
I am aware that, in Birmingheadline, the real news about
ham, Dr. King used school chilDr. King is that he went into
to dramatize the recalcitrance
this rabidly segregationist comof the city government with remunity and, with that high degard to opening up dialogue on
gree of courage and boldness
the problems of segregation and
which characterizes his leaderhumiliation. I do not want to
ship, marched against the basseem to be saying that the New
tions of discrimination.
York City Education authoriSome walls came tumbling
ties are doing their utmost.
down. It is not the end of the
But I do say that New York
Selma story. What Dr. King
City is not Birmingham. We do
has achieved in persuading
have, in this city, the political
whites to relax barriers in respower which Dr. King seeks to
taurants and hotels is not more
invest Negroes with in Selma,
important than what he has acAlabama.
complished in awakening the
With some of the same enNegro in that community to his
ergy which we are pouring into
own power. A gigantic voter
the school boycotts, we could
registration drive, planned by
galvanize and organize that pothe King forces, should have
litical power to force a more
telling effect now that the Neforthright recognition of our
gro there has seen what hope
problem in the schools. This is•
of success can result when cournot to say we do not need direct
age is placed on the line.
action programs in New York.
In New York City, the Rev.
I am sure there are some cirMilton Galamison has mounted
cumstances which call for direct
a drive to close down what we
action.
call "600 Schools"—institutions
But why not direct action by
which offer special services to
adults rather than the highly
so-called 'p roblem children."
questionable method of dragThe majority of students in
ging out of the classrooms thouthese schools against which Dr.
sands of socially damaged chilGalamison is moving are Negro
dren who have no idea how to
and Puerto Rican youngsters.
meet scores of other problems
The Galamison justification
they face daily—and much less
for this boycott is that the New
an idea why they are being told
York City Board of Etication
not to go to school.
is not rapidly enough solving de
As lacking as they may be,
facto school segregation caused
these "600 Schools" furnish
by residential segregation.
some temporary and fragile
We heartily approve of and
shelter for youngsters who exadmire the campaign and proist in a world of shadows. One
gram which Dr. King has set in
dramatic proof of the value of
motion in Selma, Alabama.
our "600 Schools" is embodied
We have mixed emotions
in former heavyweight chamabout the technique being called
pion Floyd Patterson, a product
into play by Dr. Galamison.
of one of these schools.
We are in complete sympathy
Each year, Floyd returns to
with Dr. Galamison's goals —
the school he attended to reafbut most uneasy about the way
firm his belief that his life
he seeks to accomplish them.
would have been much different
The children, by and large, who
if he had not been able to attend
attend "600 Schools" do so beit. Many children who attend
cause they already have probthese schools would be roaming
lems, even more intense than
the streets if it were not for
those of the average child of the
their existence. The sunlight of
ghetto.
several days off from school
Some of them are mentally
will not help them, in my humdisturbed. Some of them are reble opinion. Nor, do I believe it
tarded. Many of them come
will materially aid the total
from broken or confused family
cause we seek.
ss
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It Was A Great Day
President Johnson's inaugural speech was remarkable for
its candor, simplicity and its
homily-like tone. There was no
visible effort at being rhetorical. There were no aostring
phrases, no dramatic emphasis
or pause.
Though the address was not
In keeping with the traditional
eloquence of inaugural pronouncements, in point of facing
up to the realities of our time,
in recoll6cting America's social
and economic weaknesses, and
in exposing our racial myopia,
the Johnson Address will go
down in history as the frankest
analysis of our woes and national ailments that has ever been
traced on paper by a U. S. Chief
Executive.
The inaugural address was
uncommonly brief, but it covered much ground and the President said things that his predecessors in similar occasion did
not dare say. Never before has
s President been so pointed and
unequivocal on the racial question.
"Justice requires us to remember." Mr. Johnson said,
"when any citizen denies his
fellow, saying: His color is not
mine or his beliefs are different, in that moment he betrays
America, though his forebears
created the nation."
This was as clear a reference
to American race prejudice as
could have been made under the
circumstances. It was equally as
clear an indictment of racism as
has ever been made publicly on
so ceremonial an occasion.
President Johnson touched on
all of the major sinews of the
"Great Society." He reminded
his audience that Americans
came here —the exile and the

stranger, brave and frightened
—to find a place where a man
could be his own man. They
made a covenant with this land,
he said. Conceived in justice,
written ie liberty, bound in
union, it was meant one day to
inspire the hopes of all mankind. It binds us still. And, if
we keep its terms we shall
flourish.
First, justice was the promise
that all who made the journey
would share in the fruits of the
land.
In a land of wealth, the President went on, families must not
live in hopeless poverty. In a
land rich in harvest, children
must not go hungry. In a land
of healing miracles, neighbors
must not suffer and die untended.
In a land of learning, young
people must be taught to read
and write.
The blue-print of the Great
Society envisioned by the President and the role that America
is called upon to play to foster
the advancement of that society
became abundantly lucid when
he declared that, "the American
convenant called on us to help
show the way for the liberation
of man."
Stich declarations give a
of comfort, allay fears
and stir confidence in the
hearts of the people. That a
new day of glory is dawning, a
day of prosperity for all seems
a dream coming true at long
last. This was the impression
that our 36th President left
with the immense concourse of
the American people who heard
his comforting message. It was
a great day for Lyndon B. Johnson; a great day for the peaceloving people of the world.

Republican Unity?
The removal of Dean Burch
from the Republican National
Chairmanship is a first step toward a reconstruction of the
bat t ered Republican Party.
Though this be a necessary first
step, the leadership must not
stop in this painful undertaking
until all right-wing extremists
are read out of the party.
Unless this is done quickly,
the Goldwater disciples will
again drum up enough supporters inside the GOP National
Committee to take command
once more.
So long as Goldwater, Nixon
and others of the same political
school have a voice in the high
'council of the Republican Party,
so long will its future remain in
danger of drastic compromise.

The Republican Party's image
as a liberal organization must
he reconstructed, taken out of
the cloud of suspicions and
doubts that envelop it at the
moment and that may continue
to invalidate its chances of victory in any foreseeable future.
Goldwater may be down, but
he isn't out yet. And he is a dangerous foe who will employ all
means to attain his goals. With
the support of the John Birch
Society. the Ku Klux Klan and
the White Citizens Council, the
rightwing movement may stage
a comeback on a scale large
enough to overwhelm the unorganized liberals and moderates.
There can be no real, lasting
party unity with Goldwater or
Nixon calling the shots.

Only

s

In
America

By HARRY GOLDEN

Merle Miller's New Book
One of the paradoxes of
American cultural lite s tnat so
few books with any claim to excellence have come out of the
mass media. It is a paradox because so many writers have
committed their talents to these
mass media.
Novelists have become movie
writers but they rarely reemerge as novelists again able
to tell us what it is like to work
tor the greatest popular medium ever invented. Nathanael
1'test wrote the "Day of the
Locust", F. Scott Fitzgerald
"The Last Tycoon" and Edmund
Wilson wrote an essay about
Hollywood writers called "The
Boys in the Back Room," but I
can't think off hand of other
moss about Hollywood worth
reading.
It is true that movie writers
have written books and plays
worth reading but they never
seem to be able to concentrate
on the energies and attitudes of
the dream factory itself •
Television is just as bad. Until now, Merle Miller's new book,
"Only You, Dick Daring" written in collaboration with Evan
Rhodes is eminently worth
redaing. "Only You, Dick Daring" is the story of how a television series was born, struggled
and died.
It is an autobiographical account of a writer's struggle to
produce a pilot film with which
the networks can lure the sponsor into parting with his cash
so the stuff can be piped into
the millions of homes once a
week. All the names are real
and the situations really happened.
It is a humorous book, humorous because it describes the
futile attempts of men who are
not only cynical and unimaginative but often unstable to boot.
And all of them are hysterical.
The trouble is, according to
Miller, that all of the network
presidents, television directors,
stars, and agents are sincerely
motivated by a desire to produce a series with real people
in a high class art work and
make real money, say in the
neighborhood of $9 million
doing it.
They are doing this for a
mass audience which wouldn't
recognize real people if real peo-

ple socked them in the nose and
whose idea of real money is your
fellow worker's wallet, carelessly left in his locker at the plant.
One of the presidents of CBS
had a vision of a lean man in a
Stetson driving a dusty pickup
truck in the American Southwest and from this was born the
series "Calhoun" which revolved about the adventures of
a county agent. It would star
Jackie Cooper. 4Ierle Miller was
to write the pilot film. Half of
the total energy devoted to this
series was expended in doublecrossing Miller, kidnaping him,
criticizing him and rewriting
his script
I say the book is readable because it is a rare and true picture of an American industry at
work. To the customers, television is tree and the audience
has little regard for the way the
networks, the agents, the producers and distributors manipulate them and each other.
Can good come of this? Miller's answer is no, only anguish
and agony.
If "Only You, Dick Daring"
has a fault it is that Miller at
one point in his labors began to
think this series about a county
agent could really be meaningful and significant. In short, he
began to take himself seriously,
but that is a foible many writers indulge to the distress of
television presidents and vicepresidents. County agents are
no more interesting than writers are and writers, though
more prosaic, are never dusty.
Miller's forte is the dialogue
of the conference, the sound of
American diction in 1964 when
it glimpses the big money.
He uses as counterpoint
to
this the description of a
trip
home to address his high school
graduating class on the occasion
of an anniversary. He finds that
in Iowa they really talk
the
same way.
Every place leaps from the
page it is immediacy. His mather goes, "to see if the steak was
done. It wasn't. It hadn't been
frying more than an hour." In
Iowa, they like their meat well
done. There's an apocryphal
story about the fellow from
Iowa who exclaimed on seeing
his first piece of rare roast
beef, "I seen cows hurt even
worse than that what got well!"
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WASHINGTON
- — MARCH OF_ EVENTS
By HENRY CATIICART
Central Press Washington Writer

Reds-U. S. In New Era
WASHINGTON — AmericanRussian relations, while appearing outwardly to be static, are
entering a new and unpredictable area.
The principal reaaon, of
course, is the change at the top
in the Kremlin. But Lyndon
Johnson's great political success at the election polls is a
factor that should not be overlooked.
In Moscow, the tempo of external activity is picking up.
The new leaders appear to have
firmly grasped the reins of government and, on the surface at
least, seem to know their goals.
Best evidence of this is the willingness of Soviet Premier Aleksei Kosygin to travel to London
this spring for conferences with
British Prime Minister Harold
Wilson.
A U. S-U.S.S.R. summit meeting, however, appears to be another matter. During the entire

post-Stalin era, the Kremlin has
been the source of pressures for
international meetings. Things
seem to have shifted around
now, with President Johnson
making the veiled public overtures for personal contacts.
So far, the Russians have not
responded f avorably to the
President's thinly veiled suggestion for a meeting. On the contrary, the schedule of the Soviet
leaders would indicate some delays bef ore such a meeting
takes place.
One reason behind the footdragging may be the delicate
state of Russian-Red Chinese
relations. The new Soviet leaders are known to desire a rapprochement with their Chinese
counterparts. They are concerned that any evidences of enhanced Russian-American relations, which could well result
from a summit meeting, could
upset Peking.
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Roy Wilkins, executive director of
the National Association f o r the
Advancement of Colored People, engages in tete-a-tete with the Gov-

ernor of New York and Mrs. Nelson
F. Rockefeller at the Governor's Reception, hosted at t h e SheratonPark Hotel.

This chatting quartet is (from left)
Atty. and Mrs. James Harkless and
Rep. and Mrs. Charles C. Diggs, Jr.,

all of Detroit, Mich. Atty. Harkless
is with the Immigration Bureau
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Surrounded by beauty is Dr. Edward Mozique,
past president of the National Medical Association. The medic is flanked by Mrs. Marguerite
Belafonte (left) and Mrs. Walter Fauntroy, wife

of the Washington, D.C. Director of the Southern
Christian Leadership Conference. Mrs. Belafonte
is rumored to be engaged to Dr. Mozique, whose
brother, a Chicago physician, died last summer.
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Andrew Hatcher (left), who still favors his trademark after
dark—"shades," ex-White House pressman chats with Mrs.
Christine Davis and her boss, Rep. William Dawson at a party
hosted by the Illinois congressman at the Grammercy Inn.
"A kissing veep" iS Vice President Hubert H.
Humphrey as he busses Jane Freemon, daughter
of the Secretary of Agriculture and "Miss Minnesota." Looking on is Jane Matusha (left), 1964
Princess, Sec. Freeman and Miss Marian L. Ben-

nette (right), daughter of Judge and Mrs. How
ward L. Bennette. The Judge is an attorney in
the Civil Rights Division of the Defense Department. Miss Bennette is a cord at Radcliffe College.
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MRS. LILLIAN WOLFE was a most charming hostess
when she entertained the Entre' Nous Bridge club in a very
: royal manner last week end. After a delicious dinner of barbecued ribs and chicken, she supervised competitive bridge at
7 four tables.
Mrs. Alice Helm, who was just welcomed back into the club,
walked away with first prize. Second prize was won by Mrs.
Carrie Scott while Mrs. Arand Taylor received third prize.
:Guest prizes were won by Mrs. Elizabeth Lewis and Mrs.
Juliette Thornton.
Also given a welcome into the Entre' Nous fold was Mrs.
7.
Geraldine Little. Other club members present were Mesdames
. Helen Bowen, Mollie Long, Ernestine Gray, Essie Shaw, Nedra
-Smith, Lucille D. Scott and Frances Hassell. Additional guests
were Mesdames Louise Walker, Dorothy Small and Kathleen
INAUGURAL BALL GOWNS— These two
with matching necklace. Right Photo: Mrs.
very lovely ladies consented to model their
Jobe S. Walker, 4961 William Arnold Road
• Johnson.
very beautfiul inaugural gowns for the Tri
who is wearing a gown of eggshell peau de
• • •
State Defender this week. Left photo: Mrs.
soie with Empire front, boat neckline, and
MRS. LEAH JONES graciously greeted members and
Charlie F. Morris, 981 Alaska is wearing a
full length A line skirt. She wore matching
guests of the Noon Day Revelers as they arrived for a gay
white sheath topped with a royal blue velPeau de Sok opera pumps, sixteen button.
lui.cheon party for which she was hostess at the Sheraton Inn
vet bodice, adorned with crystal beads aoff white leather gloves, and carried a white
last Saturday afternoon. Wearing a chic chapeau adorned with
round the edges inset with gold braid. She
beaded evening bag. The outfit was topped
:flowers that matched her ensemble of soft green, the lovely
is wearing long white kid gloves, carrying
with an autumn haze mink cape. The dress
hostess directed the fashionably attired ladies to their places
a white clutch bag. Her shoes are white
was designed by Mrs. 011ie Johnson of
where they exchanged much lively repartee throughout the
satin. Jewelry is teardrop pearl earrings
Memphis.
. afternoon.
: A delicious hot roast beef menu with vegetables; tossed salad
and generous servings of apple pie was enjoyed by everyone.
‘'
Members present were: Mrs. Fannie Johnson (whom everyone was happy to see out since the recent death of her hus-I
band); Mrs. J. W. Ester, Mrs. N. M. Watson, Mrs. Lucille
Brewer, Mrs. Willette Humphrey. Mrs. H. II. Jones, Mrs. Lillian Nest
Jones, Mrs. Mauddean Seward. Guests included Mesdames
DALLAS — (UPI) — Every member of a group they would prefer to buy furniAugusta Cash, Margaret Rivers, Hattie Braithwaite, Emma
Tom Johnson, Dorothy Lawson, A. M. Jones, N. G. Watkins, of young people who took part in a panel discussion of lure from a furniture store
rather than a department store,
Dorris Bodden, A. W. Willis, Sr.. Jewel Hulbert, Hazel Lee home furnishing and decorating at
a regional furniCorinne Smith and Miss Harry Mae Simon.
lure
`

re erred Newlyweds' First Home:
Feathered By Someone Else
market here planned to start married life in an

• • •
apaytment.
THE ELITE LITERARY CLUB held its January meeting
At least 95 Per --cent If _the!
at the residence of Mrs, N. M. Watson recently and the warm panelists intended to star sirrtlu
thought' 'planned • obsolesence
bond of friendship that this group has long enjoyed was further a furnished apartment. And
• enhanced before that rarely-used-these-days: open fireplace. about 50 per cent thought their was a part of modern furniture
-There the ladies listened to the very fine recording that many parents' homes were badly dec- . manufacturing. The moderator
have heard in recent weeks: "Adventures in Negro History". orated and they could do better. asked why he thought that.
They also held their annual election of officers.
The panel, of six young men "If planned obsolesence were
New officers were immediately installed by Mrs. John Gam. and 19 girls, was sponsored by not a part of the furniture busithe Kroehler (Furniture) Man- ness, furniture would last a lifemon, a club member.
New officers are: Mrs. T. H. Watkins, Sr., president; Mrs. ufacturing Co., in Decorators time and the furniture business
R. G. Olive, first vice-president; Mrs. N. M. Watson, second Center of the Dallas Market would soon dry up," the young
vice-president; Mrs. H. A. Collins, recording secretary; Mrs. Center, while the winter furni- man replied.
Most of the panelists said
W. T. Guy, corresponding secretary; Mrs. H. Hunnicut, treas- ture market was underway.
The young people were colurer; Mrs. J. W. Ester, parliamentarian; Mrs. M. J. Owens,
lege studen,s, high school sencritic; Mrs. G. W. West, historian; Mrs. H. H. Jones, reporter:
Artificial Flower Shc4
iors and working people. 18-22,
Mrs. R. Beauchamp, music.
526-9441
with a year of college or none. 405 Beale St.
;74
ONE OF THE
Kroehler has held similar pan• • •
OLDEST
FLORIST'S ci
MRS. LUCILLE RHINE WOODS expressed great sadness els in Chicago.
•
IN
'last week as she heard of the passing of the mother of Rev. Although most of the panelexpected
ists
to
start
married
Clarence H. Cobbs of Chicago. He is a former Memphian and
Flowers
a former pupil of Mrs. Woods who has since retired from life in furnished apartments,
For All
teaching. Mrs. Woods and Rev. Cobbs have been close friends they said they will start buying
Occasions
throughout the years . . . visiting each other often. She has furniture of their own as soon
• Funerals • Weddings
watched his career using his success as an example frequently as possible and change it in five • Potted Plants•Cut Flowe rs
years.
to
10
when talking with her pupils. Rev. Cobbs has brought many
"Whatever happened to that
gifts to Mrs. Wood from countries he has visited abroad . . .
old idea that you bought furnione which she especially cherishes from Switzerland. She is
ture for a lifetime?" the furplanning to visit him soon before he leaves for his trip to
niture company's moderator
MISS SHIRLEY PEACE, "Miss Co-Ette of 1965. was asked.
California.
"It's not inade that well," one
woman replied.
About 90 per cent wanted
hostess to the Co-Ette Club last week at the Continental Room
of the Passport Inn at the Airport. It was a very lively meeting i dining rooms in their future
as the girls arrived looking their teen-age best! They discussed homes but 05 per cent planned
. plans for their forthcoming Mardi Gras which they will!to do only casual entertaining.
present February 26 at Bruce Hall auditorium for the bene- In the Chicago panels, a largfit of the Frances Laws Heart Fund Memorial. She was the er percentage favored formal
entertaining.
mother of their beloved adviser, Miss Erma Laws.
The Dallas panelists said they I
The Mad Lads will play for the dance. Prizes will be a- had learned what they knew'
warded for costumes. A panel of judges frorn. other teen-age . about furniture and decorating
s. clubs will judge the costumes. Couplet may 'attend for one (rpm...their mothers, magazines
• dollar and seventy.five cents; individuals, one dollar.
and the houses and apartments
of friends.
• • •
Although none of the panelMANY MEMBERS OF THE CLARA BARTON HEALTH
ists indicated he was wealthy
CLUB braved the weather to attend their monthly meeting
and most thought $250 was a
held at the Flora's Wedding Chapel. Presiding was Mrs. Zana good price
for a sofa, 60 per
Ward.
cent said they planned to buy
The highlight of the meeting was the distribution of the their first furniture at the most
Clara Barton Club Handbook prepared by Mrs. Emma Tom expensive store in town.
• Johnson and her committee.
One young man said he
For a number of years their most rewarding project has
• been that of giving scholarships to students interested in becoming nurses. The grade report of their most recent recipient
was received with much satisfaction from E. H. Crump Hospital School of Nursing. They are very proud of their very first
recipient, Miss Johnetta Johnson, who is on the staff of Crump
. Hospital. '
.
Hostesses for the meeting were Mesdames A. Hill, A.
• Sample, P. Saunders, and Clara Hobson.

DELTA OFFICERS ON PROGRAM during
the 52nd annual observance of Founders
Day of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority. A public program was held at Mt. Olive CME
Cathedral, Sunday, January 17, at 4:00 p.m.
Left to right: Miss Geraldine Gray, president of Alpha Upsilon chapter, LeMoyne
College; Mrs. Minerva Hancock, Chairman,

*04
•
Founders Day; Miss Mose Yvonne Brooks,
president, Memphis Alumnae chapter; Milk
Nellie G. Roulhac, national chairman NW
Personnel Committee, and Guest Speaket:
Miss Maggie McDowell, Southern Regional
Director; Mrs. Mary W. Collier, National
ehai.man of Nominating Committee.

Buy Bonds
because a furniture store ha4
a larger selection.
"If someone gave you $500
spend on anything you want d
when you went on your hone moon, holm would You spe d
it?"
Only one panelist said she
would spend it on furniture

HAPPY NEW YEAR
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CARPETING CLEANED IN THE HOME OR OFFICE

Our way of House & Office Cleaning is different
In cleaning and handling of your bill also-Call Today
for complete information as to Contract Annually
or One Day Job.

-

•
w

Famous Hat Show
Is Friday Night

The
Hanley
Elementary the latest American, French
School Parent-Teacher Associ- Italian and
Spanish accents:
ation has become well-known
for giving the public an excep- Each year, the PTA provides
tionally fine showing of fabu- a dinner along with the Hat
lous hats each yea-.
Show so that the appetite for
Their fifth annual Hat Show food can be appeased while The Chicksaw Council of t he
and Chicken dinner will be held the taste for fine, interesting Boy Scouts of America will hold
Friday night, February 5, from and beautiful hats is satisfied, the annual Scouters Recognition
7 to 9 P.M. at the school.
The public is invited to en- Dinner in the recreation room
Several outstanding hat de- my this fine, wholesome enter- of Universal Life Insurance
signers have entered models, tainment and excellent food. company on Friday, Feb. 12, at
according to Mrs. Fannie West: Mrs. Selena McCargo is presi- 7 p. m.
and Miss Edna Fisher. This dent of the Hanky Parent- Dinners will cost two dollarsi
year there will be styles with Teacher Association.
a plate.

Boy Scouts To
Give Banquet

WE DO REPAIRS
7471tit
PAINTING-TILE REPAIRS, '= . i- WALL WASHING & EVERY MINOR
REPAIR
YOU CALL US AND NAME THE JOB
WE DO IT ALL
-

INDUSTRIAL
COMMERCIAL
RESIDENTIAL
LICENSED & BONDED

their
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Holiday On Ice
"Beauty In Motion"
Combined With Daring Adagio
Lifts and Startling Acrobatic
Feats by ALFREDA MENDOZA
and JANE MORRIS will !brill
Audiener in their Specialty.
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In The 20th Anniversary
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It-can-be for you as an AVON
Representative
8 Lucky AVON Saleswomen this
spring will WIN $100.00 per week for
52 weeks you could be a WINNER Join us today.
Openings in NORTH MEMPHIS,
BINGHAMPTON, WALKER HOMES, and
ORANGE MOUND.
Phone 272-2042 Now!!

A COMPLETE JANITORIAL
SERVICE-FOR EVERY NEED-

. The l'arent-Teacher AssociaTWO LOVELY LADIES are taking advantage of the spring! lion units of six neighbor schools j
break from Fisk University and enjoying the hospitality of in the South Memphis Commun..'
htemphians . . . Miss Judith Jordan, daughter of Dr. and Mrs. ity have coordinated their efHoward Jordan . . . president of Savannah State college is forts this year to jointly soonhouse guest of Mr. and Mrs. John Arnold and their son.l am'
a Founder' Day Program.
"Twiffy," who is also home for the break from Fisk . . andlThe schools are Corry Junior
her friend, Janice Ayer, who is the house guest of Mr. and Mrs. High, Dunn Elementary. HamA. Maceo Walker and son, Tony. The young ladies were class- ill on Elementary, Hamilton
mates of Tony at Oakwood Preparatory school in New York. High, Magnolia Elementary and
They have had an enjoyable visit.
Norris Elementary schools.
The FounderS Day Program
•
•
•
will be held Thursday, Feb. 18
PLAN NOW TO ATTEND the Tuskegee Institute Choir con- at
Hamilton High School Audicert, sponsored by the Memphis-Tuskegee Alumni Club,
Thurs- torium at 7:30 P.M.
day, March 4, 1965 at Ellis Auditorium, 8:00 P.M. Tickets
are
Mrs. Grover C. Bowles, Chair$1.50 if purchased in advance and $1.75 at the door.
man of Mental Health, Memphis Council PTA will be the
guest speaker. An interesting
program has been planned. Al
parents and friends are invited
to be present.
Chairman of publicity is Mrs.
Essie G. Shaw.
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Jackson's NAACP
E. Installs Officers
The 1965 officers were install-,which the branch has noted dared during the Jithuary meeting ling the four-year period have
been integration of schools, betler the Jackson, Tenn branch
ter job opportunities, and the
for
Association
of the National
;desegregation of a number of
the Advancement of Colored local restaurants prior to the
passage of the 1964 Civil Rights
People.
The officers are Dr. W. R. act. ,
"••
— Bell, president; James Buchan- Regular NAACP meetings are
an first vice president; Mrs. held every month on the Thurs. PIS
Mattie B. Donnell, second vice day evening following the third
president; Mrs. Estrelene Dur- Sunday, at 7:30 p.
- ham, secretary; Mrs. Louvella Mass meetings are being re▪ S. Manuel, assistant secretary, sumed and will be held on the
and M. D. Merriwether, trea- second and fourth Sundays of
each month in the Lane colsurer.
Dr. Bell, a local dentist, it liege auditorium at 5 p. m.
beginning his fourth year as Dr. Bell is appealing to all
Jacksonians for continued suppresident of the branch.
Among the accomplishments port.

l
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•Notes About Clubs_
I si

ZUBER-BYNUM
The Zuber Bynum Council, an organization which exists
chilfor the benefit of the mentally and physically handicapped
dren of the Memphis Community, held its regular meeting.
last
at the residence of Mrs. Mary D. Talford, 789 East Trigg
week.
The Council elected the following persons to serve a two
year term in office: president, William Foster; vice president,
Mrs. Mary Evans; secretary, Mrs. Mary D. Talford; corresponding secretary, Miss Ruby L. Brown; treasurer; Mrs.
Minerva Hancock; parliamentarian, Sidney White and reporter,
Miss Lillie M. Phillips.
Other business included distribution of candy for a candy
sale to raise funds to purchase at least 80 tickets for the children to attend the Holiday on Ice Show; and preparation for a
Pre-Valentine party to be held February 13 at the Abe Scharff

DEI,TA SIGMA TIIETA SORORIT1 observed its 52nd annual Founders Day with a Public Program at Mt. Olive
CME Cathedral on Sunday, January 17, at 4:00 p.m. Guest
speaker for the occasion was Soro Nellie G. Roulhac, for•
mer Meniphian, now living in Philadelphia, Pa. who is

shown above with other members on the program. Sorors
are shown in an official Founders Day Portrait. Members of
the platform are left to right: Miss Geraldine Gray, president of Alpha Upsilon chapter, LeMoyne College; Mrs. Minerva Hancock, Founders Day chairman; Mts. Nellie G.

YMCA.
Members listened to a talk given by John C. Davis, former
teacher of the Educable-Mentally Retarded at Washington High
ed in Memphis: Mrs. Addie D.
School, who gave a brief outline of the vocational project that
Jones presented a basket of
is being launched by the Special Education Department of the
flowers in behalf of the MemMemphis City Schools and financed by the United States Office
phis I.inks, Inc., Mrs. Beulah
f Vocational Rehabilitation this semester.
boupresented
W•11.
Ile pointed out the importance of the program to both the
quet of flowers in behalf of Phi
parents and teachers of children in Special Education classes,
Delta Kappa, a teachers sororas well as to the children themselves. The need for more parity.
ent-teacher communication was emphasized in addition to parformer
ticipation in activities that would enhance the well being of these
Delta Sigma Theta sorority,Geraldine Gray, president of mentaran; Ernestine Cunning-1 Mrs, Roulhac is a
'member of the faculty at La
children, such as those sponsored by organizations like the observed its fifty-second annuul'Alpha Upsilon chapter at Le ham, sergeant at arms; Ver-;
Elementary School. She
S. Nabrit, treasurer; and R0
Zuber Bynum Council.
Founders Day with a public Moyne, and the Delta prayer. nice
the wife of Christopher R.
Mr. Davis now holds one of the positions as a vocational
Rosalind Hayes, custodian.
by
were
Greetings
given
Soformer Memphian,
instructor-evaluator of this project. Members found the infor-1 program on Sunday, January ror Minerva T. Hancock, the Flowers were presented to!Roulhac,
17, at Mt. Olive CME Cathedral. general chairman, and the oc- Mrs. Roulhac by organizationsinow director of the Philadelmation valuable.
•
•
y
Featured was one of their be. easion was stated by So r or which she was formerly affiliat-lphia Branch of the YMCA.
CITY FEDERATION
loved sorors, Mrs. Nellie G. Mose Yvonne Brooks, president
Lelia
the
at
met
Clubs
Women's
of
Federation
The City
M.IRoulhac, a former Memphian, of the local alumnae chapter
Mrs.
with
1965
19,
January
Tuesday,
house,
Walker club
Two selections were rendered
See
I now residing in Philadelphia,
L. Adams, president, presiding.
y e ea Ensemble.
Ward,
Zana
Mrs.
from
report
teacher
in
a
a
is
over
she
Pa.
where
elated
was
The group
Soror Maggie Dowell, south.
chairman of the Place Committee. The Place Committee has the Special Education division ern regional director for the
secured the facilities of LeMoyne College for the June meet- of the public schools. She is sorority, introduced Mrs. Rouling of the State Federation of Women's Clubs' Convention. The also national chairman of the hac, who is a member of XI
Welcoming program will be held Tuesday evening, June 8, Personnel Committee for Delta Sigma chapter in Philadelphia.
7:00 p.m. at Metropolitan Baptist church. The Convention will Sigma Theta Sorority.
Following Mrs. Roulhac's admeet in Memphis June 8-10, with delegates attending from
The Memphis alumnae chap- dress, Soror Billie Gale Baker,
throughout the state of Tennessee.
ter was organized in 1932. Un- of Epislon Kappa chapter of
Some of the other Committee chairmen appointed by the dergraduate chapters are lo- Memphis State, filled the cathepresident are: Mrs. Mary Lou Taylor, tour; Miss Harry Mae cated on the campuses of Le dral with her great voice. The
Simons, program; Mrs. Annie...Mains, homes; Mrs. Georgia Moyne college and Memphis program came to an end with
mith, kits: Mrs. Mary Lee Robinson, hospitality and food; State University.
the playing of the Greek medMary Murphy, finance; Mrs. Flora Cochran, entertain- ,,We should all build bridges ley, with Soror Polk at the orment; and Mrs. Le Blanche Jackson, souvenir booklet.
o ftrust and faith to cope with gan; the Delta Hymn by Delta
The club made plans for its annual Educational Tea to be rapid c h a n g e a taking1ace sorors, and benediction by Soheld March 28. Mrs. Annie Higgins was appointed general chair- ' in this world," declared Mrs. ror Mary W. Collier, chairman
man for the event.
Noulhac. "Don't let the fast of the national nominating comNIGHTINGALE
mittee of Delta Sigma Theta.
changes leave you behind."
The Nightingale Thrift club has begun its 1965 season with
She covered a wide range of A reception in the dining area
semi-monthly meetings. January hostesses have been Mrs. topics stressing improved teach- of the cathedral followed the
Susie Alexander, first meeting; and Mrs. Minnie Arnold, sec- ing of English on elementary program which was well attendond meeting. Mrs. Mary Beady will be the first hostess in and secondary levels and the ed despite the cold weather.
February.
importance of all citizens regSIT FOR PORTRAIT
The club boasts twenty-four members, who entertain the istering and voting. The speakwere dressed in black
Sorors
president;
club in alphabetical order. Mrs. Dorenzo S. Strong is
er called school dropouts the dresses and wore yellow bahy
Mrs. A. F. Loftes, secretary; and Mrs. Magnolia Collins is "Gres* American Tragedy"
orchid corsages tied with Ted
reporter.
and gave the Federal govern- ribbon. They made a very imWILLING WORKERS
ment a pat on the hack for posing picture as they gathered
The .Willing Workers Club welcomed two new members to launching a war on poverty. She
for an official Founders Day
their roster during their January meeting, Mrs. Etta M. Robin- pointed out the role of Deltas
portrait.
son and Mrs. Earnestine Parker. Members are still talking a- in the big effort to improve edOther alumnae chapter offibout the Christmas dinner which was held at LeMoyne Garden ucation in this country and in
cers are Sorors Janet Lewis
Auditorium where they entertained more than one hundred encouraging more citizens to
Henson, vice president; Hattie
persons.
vote.
H. House, recording secretary;
1
secreLott,
Maggie
Dailey;
Mrs.
President is Mrs. Clara
PROGRAM PARTICIPANTS
Pearlie 0. Leggette, correreporter.
and
is
treasurer
tary and Mrs. Ruth Boyd
A well timed program was sponding secretary; Johnnie
presented, opening with organ
secreprelude by Soror Charlotte Mae Rodgers, financial
Brooks Polk, scripture by Sorer tary; Lorene Osborne, parlia-

Deltas Observe Founding In
Program At Mt. Olive Church

o

Yourself As He
Sees You —

• Humboldt News

COMFORTABLE
2 BEDROOM HOME
FOR SALE

In a Wig Warn
Wig. Natural
Human Hair.
The Elegant
Touch of
Beautiful
styling to
the Pleasing
Way of the
Customers.
Is the Wish
of Each
Sale Made
Phone Your Information on Credit,
Ahead of Time, And Pickup Your Wig
on Arrival.

HOLIDAY ON ICE
MID-SOUTH COLISEUM
MEMPHIS, TENN.
Enclosed is Check

MACKREL 15 Oz. — 5 Cons
PEACHES HUNTS Sliced /303, — 5 Cans
RICE RICELAND — 3 Lbs.
EGGS Grade A Small — 3 Doz.
GREEN BEANS 10 Oz. — 5 Pkg. Frozen
948-4678
9 Kansas St.

Adult Tickets @

tor
NUMBER

Children's tickets FP,. $

and
NUMBER

for the performance of
NAME
ADDRESS
STAT

CITY
PHONE

Enclose self.addressed, stamped envelope for rxotHpt ticket
return. Make all checks payable to HOLIDAY ON ICE.

PHONE 274-7400

featuring

ta

DAllLIM
PRODUeTIONS
A Show For The Entire Family!
STARTS TUESDAY, FEB. 23
THROUGH SUNDAY, FEB. 28

WRIGHT GROCERY

_go 000ac)o
®000
ONLY WRIGHT-HAVE THIS CARD

totaling $

Money Order

A GIGANTIC CAST OF THE
WORLD'S FINEST SKATING
STARS AND CHAMPIONS

WRIGHT GROCERY
0000 gg@000®
a
a

LeMoyne students in need of The student work program is
jobs are given work assign- part of President Lyndon John
ments this week and will be son's "Great Society." •
paid at the rate of one dollar Jobs are being provided for
to $1.50 per hour, it was an- 43 LeMoyne students. Out of a
flounced by the college presi- group of 25, seven will work as
tutors at $1.25 an hour, five on
dent, Dr. Hollis F. Price.
The sum of $10,665 hat been janitorial jobs at one dollar an
provided for student wages dur- hour and five on a community
ing this semester, $9,696 coming
airom the U. S. Health, Educa- survey at $1.25 an hour. Each
WIon and Welfare Department student will work 15 hours a
and $969 from LeMoyne funds, week.

MAIL COUPON
TODAY!

Our Business is Promptly
Satisfying the Customer

The Gibson County Ministerial Alliance (Interdenominational) met at the St. James Baptist church for their monthly
all-church meeting. Rev. J. T Freeman is pastor of the church.
The message was brought by Rev. C. W. Gilbert, pastor of
BurHardwood Floors, Central Heating, Panel, Eat-in
First Baptist church in Milan. The president, Rev.. M.
nett is confined to Riverside Sanitarium and Hospital in NashKitchen Double Sink - Fireplace In Living Room
ville.
Mrs. Lelia Lowery on Twelfth Avenue has been confined'
14x30 Garage Concrete Drive Lot 40112
to bed for a few days, but is some better' at this writing.
3 Pecan Trees
Also confined to the house is Mrs. Dora Anderson, called
(Mamma Dora). She is with her children, Mr. and Mrs. Sigman
458-4678
After 6:00 P.M.
Reid, and is doing fairly well.
Miss Edith Mathis, the granddaughter of Mrs. Zetta Webb
Is again back in the schoolroom in Ridgeway, Tenn., after an
illness.
Mrs. C. H. Mims, wife of the mortician, is recovering from
an illness that has kept her out of circulation for sometime.
Mrs. haler Moore who has been ill for sometime passed
and her funeral was held from the Lane Chapel CME church,
*Rh the Rev. L. T. Parham officiating.
She leaves two sisters, mesdames Jennie Horton and Emma
FRESH MEATS - FRUITS & VEGETABLES
Safford; and one brother, Charlie Bufford and an aunt Mrs.
Bus. Phone 948-4678
Clara Manse of Kirkman, Mo. Mims Funeral Home was in
Your Card Will Not Be Punched For Beer a nd Cigarettes
charge.
0
FREE $2.00 MERCHANDISE
C) Your card will be punched for every $1.00 you
spend. When your card is punched out in full
8 you will receive the amount shown above.

LeMoyne Students Given ,
Jobs On $9,696 HEW Grant

Roulhac, national Delta Personnel chairman; Miss Mose
Yvonne Brooks, president, Memphis alumnae chapter; Miss
Maggie McDowell, southern regional director; and Mrs.
Mary W. Collier, chairman national nominating committee of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority.

NO MONEY DOWN
MONTHS TO PAY

PRICES

$3"

$2

All RESERVED—TAX INC.

CHILDREN HALF PRICE
16 AND UNDER

5s4. 2:30 I.M. Net. °sly

JUST

NIGHTS and 3 MATINEES.
5
MEMPHIS WIG WAM MID-SOUTH COLISEUM
At

94 SO. MAIN

525-1433

P.M.

Sal, 2:30—Sun. 1 .30 and 4:30 P.M.

MEMPHIS, TENNESSEI
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STAY HERE WITH THE HORSES!
ILL CLIMB UP AWAY FROM THE
TRAIL AND SEE IF I CAN GET
A WOK AT THE LooKair!
A I

IF' THEY'RE WATCHING THE
PASS, THEY WON'T SEE ME —
IF I'M LUCKY!
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BRICK BRAD7ORD

ETTA K ETT
5A,:ac 55A,
05 THE 72,5 ArroAR/A,
THOOL,G,-/ 77445 AMP'PAC.E,..,
5/NALLY

A1ca,,,6A,T5 LATER— 5A015 6LIGES ALONG
THE SuIZAACe OP THE ASTER040...,

I'M 5LOZPRI5E0
YOu12 DATE SHOWED
UP!iTS RAINING
AND SLEETING.'

THo.sa ARE THE SHIPS
THAT RAIDED
TITAN t

NOW I'LL MAKE
SOMEONE so.242
THEY EVER RAIDED
MY BASE ON
TITAN

IS HETHE
ONE WHO
AmESITIOUS?

HE SAYS HE'LL
LEAVE HIS
FOOTPRINTS
ON THE PAGES
OP HISTORY.'

GET H Is MUDDY
TRACKS oFr MY
KITCHEN FLOOR
I WAXED!

VOWS.:

NO! HE woia...oraT
HELP ME ANYWAY
ONLY ONE THING TO
DO....
LEAVE
THE
705(

I HAVE TQ ELA5T
TH0,56 5I-41P5-..HOW
WILL. I DO IT -nHE
TIME-TOP DOESN'T
CARRY BoM1351 I
WI5H 13RCK wasE
AWAKE t

SECRET AGEN I•

PUT ON A POWER-PACK, CARRY
WEAPONS AND TAKE THE REMOTECONTROL. DEVICE WITH ME L.I'LL
PuT -n4s TOP iJ ANOTHER TIME
CYCLE 50 BRICK CAN
GLEE,SOL-Not:1

X9

GET MAI212iED OH WiNGEY2
ATOUR AGE F BESIDES,YOu
CANT
SUPPORT
‘WE'LL
YOUR-.LiVE
SELF!
LOVE!

I GUESS HE THINKS
71410 CAN STARVE AS
CHEAPLY

I WON'T TAKE ONE CENT
MORE. HELP FROM YOUR
FOLKS THAN I TAKE
FROM MINE

ONE!

L.L3'

HENRY

till hidden, Ricky watches the train
ease forward as the drive wheels
grind into Inchon-.
YOU KNOW LOTS OF L.v.
GAMES! WHICH ONE
SHALL WE PLAY'TODAY?

tha
l
!liA
;(>
;,/
&kg makes his move as
drive Wheels grind the
9eneva train forward
in a CbuCI oF.Steartl „,

413Ut Phil catches a fleeting glimpSe
OP the shadoulj figLire —

.,and Av
follows
his lead..,
•

BIG BEN BOLT
BEFORE WE GET DOWN
To CA5E5,ALONZO,HON'S
ABOUT ASKING MuRDOCK
HERE FOR HIS ROD?

NOW YOUR DEARt57AND OLI7EsT
FRIEND SAYS TELL MuRooCK
RAF
,mE AGA1N—LIKE HE DID
BACK ON THE HIGHWAY.

• JUST LIKE I
F1GURED—YOU'VE
GOT NO GUTS I
muRcoctc!

AH! HERE HE COMES
BALK FROM HiS DATE!

I KIN NOT*
NEw
uN'ERsTAN IT! SWEETY'S
I HAS NEVER/130Y FRIEND
SEEN FAPPY MUST BE A
A-SCARED OF MONSTER!
ANY MAN
3FOIZE!

AHOY,PAPPY,VID YA
HAVE A GOOD
, -TINE

I,

WITH
pLEAstake ,FINK.

yitiz•g42_
MY 6ORSI4:3'
WHAT
HAPPINGED
10 YA

111

FELIX THE CAI

I JUS'
HAD A DATE
.WIT'ME
New
SVVEETY!

I.
MN.

MuRDocK wA5
ALWAYS A suw<ek
FOR A HARD ONE
TO THE BELLY. Agy
MORE REQUESTS,
,JOHNNY?

DID YA 61T
HIT BY A
TRUCK 1'

— •
;4
11.

WHERED SHE
TAKE YOU...
A BULL
FIGHT?

/WE WAS GITT1N'
ALONG FINE INTIL
HER STEADY
BOY FRIEND
JOINED US!

44A11:1

4ht:

VW

-4

4'411

FELIX THE CAT
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DoEs YA '<Now stiMPN:3
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SLAG-DO'DISASTER!
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1 116-112 last Saturday night on
SCORING BINGE
Caleb Jerry Johnson and his the losers' home court. The
LeMoyne Magicians returned Lions had been shut out since
from a three-game road trip to
Alabama and South Carolina 1958 on the Grambling hardjust in time to avenge an early wood.
season two-point loss to Ala- The loss virtually knocked
bama A & M.
Gramblin3 from the Southwest.
Despite a slow start the Mad em Conference race and made
Lads came on strong with a the fast stepping Lions odds on
record-scoring onslaught, bury- favorites , to cop the SWC
ing the visiting Bulldogs under crown. However, the victory
a 125-93 landslide. Philander over nationally ranked GrambSmith is scheduled to move in- ling is just one of three major
to Bruce Hall for a contest with hurdles that Arkansas must top
LeMoyne on Wednesday of this before wrapping up the title.
week. Allen of Columbia, South True the Lions' 5-0 conference
Caroline furnishes the opposi- record puts them in the driver's
seat but, as coach H. 0. Clemiskon Monday night.
mons knows so very well, any
lipLeMoyne did some phenom- team
in the tough SWC can i
enal basket swishing on the road
of one
against a trio or Southern In- ma',e a fallen giant out
night. Dangerous:
tercollegiate Athletic Confer- on any given
State al)ence foes, but the Purple Waves Southern and Jackson
barriers
netted only one victory on for. pear to be the biggest
eign soil. Coach Johnson found for the Lions to tackle.
out that' scoriog over 100 points

See The All New
1965 MUSTANG
Now On Display

MUSTANG New Fastback
2+2 (above) has joined the Mustang
Hardtop and Convertible.
DISTINGUISHED CADETS - Eleven Tennessee State Unlversity Air Force ROTC cadets won "Distinguished Cadet"
letters from Lt. Col, Iloward I,. Baugh, USAF, prolessor
of aerospace studies recently, and here six are seen re
ceiving the letters from their commander. From left are
Cadet Majors Norman H. Buchanan, Eddie W. Ross, Jr.,

Cadet Col, Richard P. Browning, and Cadet Majors Howard
1.. Haugh, Jr., Wilburn King, Jr., and Clifford Stegar. The
biters signify that the recipients possess the qualities and
attributes desired in Regular Air Force officers. (Joe Zinn
Photo)

-margin. A few minutes ,for its fifth conference won and
{three points Robert Allen re- 100
a
ip a game can sometime pretwo later Blevins Completed a three 17th over the season without
afonra tthhee Lions
point .play and the Lions had loss. Blevins topped all scorers
acnt a Prohlein for the team.
tehd
t
d
n
ew
hilf
increased their advantage to !with 36, Harold and Robert AlTtl4egge edged the Magicians
55.
105.99. Frazier and Conieaux len followed with 28 and 27.
403-101: So LeMoyne learned its
Gra mbling determined to pulled
Grambling to within one Comeaux and Frazier scored 34
lesson and tallied only 96 amaintain its home court domi- point of Arkansas, but the Tig- and 27 to lead Grambling.
gainst Allen the next time out,
nation of the Lions, having ers lost the scoring due plus
good for a 96-81 conference vicnever lost at Grambling to an Charles Johnson in the last three
tory. The Mad Lads forgot the
AM & N team since joining the minutes to have its hopes deepwinning formula against Bene- The Golden Lions of Arkansas hot hands and the Lions were
in 1958, took a quick 61- ly
shattered.
dict when they wore the strings AM & N thumped the fifth tied 27-27. At 9:45 Grambling SWAC
56 lead in the opening moments Don Richardson was disqualiSolve Your Problems 102
Comeaux
of
with
strong
back
markers.
total
came
a
for
out
ranked Tigers of Grambling
The
half.
the
Lions
of
second
fied via the foul route late in
Led by Wes McCullough's 34. College 116-112 at Grambling, providing the impetus to lead
With a Small, LOW Cast
hack relentlessly as their the game hut Arkansas held on
fought
Benedict eked out a close 107- Louisiana last Saturday. Gramb- at 44-34.
balanced scoring attack gavel _
Real Estate Loan
102 triumph.
ling jumped to 22-11 lead in the The count was tied for the the game its third tie score,I
Lions
the
when
time
second
MONROE CURRIN BACK
game
the
of
minutes
three
first
with
all
time
9:38
88
at
Ithis
60 Flat Monthly Payments
Finicen to play the first of its behind the shooting of Wilber senior co-captain Harold Blevremaining.
ins and Rober: and Harold Al.
edule without Monroe Cur- Frazier and Comeaux.
A no.as
LeMoyne fared better than The Lions 6-6 jumping jack len all got in the scoring act With less than six minutes!
mo.
Cosh Yof
expected. Currin, last year's Don Richardson hit two baskets, to send the score to a 52-52 remaining Robert Allen fouled
GotPayments
leading scorer, played before Harold and Robert Allen hadIstand-off. After Comeaux scoreel out for the Lions. At this point
$ 500.00
$ 12.90
AM & N maintained a scant
the home crowd for the first
$1,000.00
$ 23.70
time last Saturday bight since
$1,500.00
$ 34.50
his first semester probation for ri
$2,000.00..... , $ 45.50
W-LEORE
E.
215
scholastic deficiencies.
S 56.20
52,500.00
ST LOUIS - (UPI) - The Detroit whittled the lead to 57- Don't suffer agony. In seconds get relief
.
Currin showed flashes of his
948-8167
S110.82
$5,000.00
Detroit Pistons ralliedfrom a50 at the half. The game was that lasts with 065-JEL. Speed-releas•
formula puts it to work inold form as he pumped in 28 22-point deficit and, with Joe
tied eight times after that, un- atantly to stop throbbing
points to lead LeMoyne to its
Be
Wise! Choose
toothache pain, to safe dogs
C aldwell's 29 points, defeated
MEW AND USED
impressive victory over Ala- the St. Louis Hawks, 110-107, in til Caldwell's go-ahead basket teosrui
s inregc om m en d , i0
with two minutes to play. liarhams A & M. The Halls, TenTHE
FOR
FURNITURE
Nationa: Basketball Associa- ding, with 20, and Dischinger
ora-ie
nessee, speedster demonstrated lion game.
with 19. padded Detroit's score.
ENTIRE HOME.
72 MADISON
his ability to be on the front end
-Detroit
gave
Caldwell
Rookie
of the fastbreak. Currin was adwithin
baskets
go-ahead
Dial
JA 6-0637
four
WE TRADE TO SUIT YOU
equate on his shots from the
minutes, 99-98, 101floor but it will take a few the last four
ANY
24 HRS. A DAY
TIME
FOR BOTH FURNITURE
103-101, and 105-103. Caldnames for him polish up his 100.
free throw
a
with
''It's
followed
Better to
well
•
timing.
AND APPLIANCE.
alter Zelmo Beaty scored
At a Bank"
Borrow
LeMoyne got balanced with and
NEAR
3•Iii ACRES FARM ON A 50% BASIS
Terry Dischinger addIIIIIMMIIMII=1111111111NINNI
six players hitting in double a basket;
Reggie
with
throws,
free
two
ed
figures against Alabama A Ss
KANKAKEE, ILLINOIS.
Harding sinking the last basket
M. Sophomore James SandWE WRITE
Detroit.
for
ridge, who on occasions has
WRITE:
INFORMATION
FOR
42a
holding
Hawks
the
With
hasty
been guilty of taking
shots, had a good night with 20 lead in the second period,
STROTHER WASHINGTON
veral long buckets from the
Wld helping to hike his total JAPAN'S 1ST ROCKET
GOOD AND BAD
3826 Michigan Avenue
points to 25. Center George Fed TOKYO - (UP I) - Japan
hit
and
Chicago, Illinois
moved to the outside
launched its largest rocket to
several baskets on one hand set an altitude of 620 miles for
.
shots.
space sounding purposes from ,....
Ha
"
ARK.1NSAS NIPS GRIMBLING the Tokyo University's Kagos-' r'''''IIIIIHIMIIIIIIIIINII""
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"nnill
le
1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC
In a wild scoring battle the hima space enter on Kyushi Is- 111
•
Arkansas Golden Lions, unher- land. The 62-foot-long, threegot
un- stage Lambda rocket plumged
aided before the season
derway, streaked to their seven- into the Pacific northwest off
victory
without the Mariana Islands, 1,130 miles •
teenth straight
a
8 A.M.-6 P.M.
a defeat by downing Grambling Southeast of Kyushu.
•
Sat. or Sun. $1.25
Monday
• Sat. Oven 8 A.m. to 6 P.M.
•
Ulm
• Sun. Open 8 A.M. to 2 P.M.
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NO MONEY
DOWN*
Trade-Ins Accepted

'64 Ford
Country Sedan. Power and
air cond. Still in warranty,
Notes

NEED MONEY?

MID SOUTH
FURNITURE
STORE

-- -

TOOTHACHE

Stale Savings Bank

'58 TR-3 Convert.
Like new condition.
Note.

AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE
THAT'S HARD TO PLACE

i CAR WASH $

REMODELING?

SOUTHWEST ROOFING it
MAHAN CONSTRUCTION, INC.

•
•

•

HAVE YOU HAD YOUR AUTOMOBILE
INSURANCE CANCELLED?
SR22 FILING

Friday

•

SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH

4

in

FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
BONDS ARRANGED

kU••••••••••••••••••••••rnamese

-

A-1 USED CARS

$50.79 mo.
Notes

'57 Chevrolet
Impala.
hardtop
4-door
Loaded with air & power.
Notes$38.29 Nla
35 Lincoln
Loaded. Creampuff.
Notes$27.60 Mo.

Ford Wagon
$23.60 Mo.
Notes

959

'61 Studebaker
Pickup. Like new.
Notes $38.64 Mo.

'63 Ford Pickup
%-ton Stylestdis R8rH.
Notes

$49.86

Mo.

37 MG Convert.
Like new condition.

$22.68
,„
,
rfOto

MO.

'63 T-Bird
Full power, factory
cond.
50 mo.
.
Notes $94

air

'64 Chevrolet

'63 Chevrolet
Hardtop, automatic, loaded.

DO YOU NEED PREMIUM FINANCED?
LET US HELP YOU

FROM

Spyder

floor. Black Sc red.

Super Sport. Like new.
Automatic.
.86 Mo.
Notes $79

•

3100 Summer at Baltic

$24 Mo.

'63 Chev.

FOR SALE

INSURANCE

$83.90 Mn.

Notes $57.43 m„.

•

'63 Chevrolet

HULL DOBBS

Air

SAM PLOUGH

cond, power, like
Notes

INSURANCE COUNSELOR

$60.75

new.

Mo.

'64 Mercury
525-1262

IOW

100 MONROE ST.

4-400r. Power & air cond.,
still in warranty.
$67.39 Mn.
Not•1

'64 Pontiac
COMBINED TO GIVE YOU PROMPT
AND MORE ECONOMICAL SERVICE.
FROM FOUNDATION TO ROOF TOP

Consolidate Your Bills
MAKE THE REPAIRS NEEDED ON
YOUR HOME HAVE ONLY ONE
LOW MONTHLY PAYMENT

'63 Falc. 81295

'62 Merc. $1395

Futura 4.4r. Automatic,
radio, heater, w.s.w.

Custom 2-dr. hardtop.
heater,
radio,
V- S.
power steering, power
brakes, w.s.w.

'64 FL 500 $1655

'62 Ford $1195

SAY hardtop. V-8, automatic, radio, heater,

errantry sedan. 4-dr.
9-pass. station wagon.
Automatic, radio, heater, air condition, power
steering, wa.w.

'61 Ford ..$895

'62 Chev. $1695

4-dr. station wagon.
V-5, automatic, radio,
homer, power steering,
power bushes, wow.

Impala 4-dr. V-0 Automatic, radio. heater, sir
condition, power steering, waw.

'63 Temp.$1295
4-cir automatic heater,
w.s.w.

* ROOFING *PAINTING
* ROOMS *BATHS
*GARAGE
* DENS
*CAR PORCH *SIDING
*STORM WINDOWS
& DOORS
No Job Too Small • All jobs Appreciated
Call Today For Inquiry

MU 2-1848
•

EV 6-5098

'50 B10

Loaded. Like new.

Uncover
the truth...

Note%$67.39

The Sure One

'60 Rambler
$495

2-dr. hardtop. Standard
t ran a mi saran, radio,
heater,

station wagon 6cylinder, radio, heater.
luggage ma.

All These Cars Are Fully

Air cond

One owner.

$60.75 Mo.
Notes

PO' BOY
SPECIALS
'52 Buick 2-dr.
'53 Plym. 2-dr.
'50 Buick 4-dr.

Roadster. Radio, heatwow. Red
ei
with
Mack top.

'63 FL 500 $1495

MO

'64 Ford

Better whiskey
makes better chinks.
Prove it with
7 Crown. More people
do. Seagram's 7-

$595

•

Good shape.

'55 Ford Sedan
'51 Ramb. Wan.
All in Running Condition
Cash or
Your
Trad•
Choice IBU

Guaranteed!

tag

TRADE-INS ACCEPTED

Financing No Problem, We Own Our
Finance Company
THIRD & GAYSO AVENUE 1A 6-8811
OPEN NITES

Up to 36 Mos. on Above
..1 %1

HERFF FORD

Liftt

‘," n

h

2450 Summer
Phone 458-1151

viige
...„41(
7,77,
•
064,1,
.
11: 111
KAGRAN•is

IFRS COMSAIII,

•If You Qualify
Ca SOlD KHIJMY 86 64001. 65% GRAIN 801TEAL

SMITS
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insurance policy from the base
Leagues also met with base- Wrigley explained he was
ball pension plan.
As an example, Dewitt cited ball commissioner Ford Frick, surrendering the post because
the case of the widow of Fred who announced that Philip K. other business did not permit
Hutchinson, former Reds man- Wrigley of the Chicago Cubs him eno•gh time to devote to
ager. Mrs. Hutchinson, accord- has resigned as chairman of a the job.
ing to Dewitt, received $40,- committee to screen candidates Frick asked the club owners
000 from the pension plan and for a new commissioner. Frick to select a new committee
BY JACK CUDDY
l'atterson's victory in Monday title fight at Chicago between
The executive committee of is scheduled to retire this year. chairman as soon as possible.
NEW YORK—(UPI)—The National League ap- the American League, meeting
NEW YORK — (UPI) — night's elimination • bout makes/Ernie Terrell and Eddie MachFloyd Patterson, only man to him a challenger for the World,
proved an elaborate plan to restock a team with base- at the same Midtown Hotel
(Commodore),
wear the World Heavyweight Boxing: Association's March 51en.
a speball players in case of a disaster in which se v en or cial committeeappointed
to study rules
crown twice, became a chalmore were killed or injured.
concerning conflict of interests,
lenger again Monday night by
out-boxing and out-punching
Known as t h e "Emergency Player Replacement which have not been revised
since 1927.
won man George Chuvalo,
plan" it was unanimously apChampion of Canada, for a
Named to the committee
proved by club officials at a
gnanimous 12-round decision
- If a club losies seven play- were Arthur Allyn of the- Chispecial meeting,
•
before 19,000 delirious fans in
ers it will select seven players cago White Sox, Tom Yawkey
Major aspects of the Plan
Madison Squire Garden.
from seven different clubs; if of the Boston Red Sox and
provide that:
it loses eight, it Will selett James M. Johnstone of the
- It was a close, bashing fight
— A minimum of seven play- eight players from
it which neither man could be
eight differ- Washington Senators. Bob Reyers
from
one
team
must
be
ent
clubs, ect., up through 18. nolds of the Los Angeles Anlent to the canvas, but in
LOS ANGELES — (UPI) — A 20-foot jump shot involved either in death or dis— No club could lose more gels will serve as an alterwhich Chuvalo of Toronto had
than two of its players to one nate member of the commithis right eye closed in the fi- by Jerry West with 16 seconds to play gave the Los ability.
tee.
nal round. Chuvalo also was Angeles Lakers a 96-94 victory over the San Fran- — Each club in the league disabled team.
bleeding from cuts above and cisco Warriors, their third come from behind triumph must submit a list of 12 play- — The purchase price for Joe Cronin, the A. L. presiers from its roster, from which each player on the list would dent, said he already has conbelow his left eye and from a
the affected club could pur- be $100,000.
fered with president Warren
gash in the center of his fore- in three nights and their fifth consecutive win.
chase players.
In addition, the National Giles of the National League,
head.
The win lifted Los Angeles
Patterson was favored at 7-5 five full games ahead of the St. man with 27, scored 14 in the 1111111I111111111111111111111111101111111111111111111111111111111 League office will purchase a who promised to appoint a sim$2.5 million aceident insurance ilar committee so both leagues
but Chulvalo stalked him about Louis Hawks in the National second half while Larusso
policy for the teams.
could get together on possible
the ring round after round and Basketball Association Western scored 14 in the third quarter
Bill Dewitt, chairman of the revisions of the conflict of intried to knock Patterson out Division. The Hawks were beat- and finished with 24.
committee
which
terest
rules.
formulated
Lime
Guy Rodgers scored 20 011111811111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111011
but Floyd, 30, used some of en this afternoon by the Dethe plan and president of the It was felt by A.L.
Cassius Clay's slick footwork troit Pistons.
officials
for San Francisco as the War- Mr. and Mrs. Trimm Dodd's Cincinnati
Reds, pointed out that these rules needed examin circling to his left craftily
West's bucket broke a 94-94 riors lost their 19th game in home was damaged
by fire a that each club also covers each ination following criticism in
and scurrying like a cat out of tie and helped him atone for his the last 20,
few days ago and they will of its own players with a $50,- tesme
the corners.
quarters of the sale of
poorest shooting evening in a
The Lakers finished the game have to be away for a few days 000 insurance policy for which the New
York Yankees to the
Although both fighters took al week. After scoring — in order
shooting 40 per cent after hit- until some minor repairs are the player names his own Columbia
severe battering in their zig- — 47 points, 42, 53, and 33 in
Broadcasting System
ting a meager 31 per cent in finished . . . Miss Vera Harper beneficiary. He said, in addi- last
year.
ragging rounds, both will be the last four games, he was
the first half and trailing at of Chicago, Ill., is by the bed- tion, each player receives an Officials of
both major
well paid for their efforts in held to just 2: this evening.
halftime 45-40.
side of her grandfather Mr.
the richest non-title fight ever In fact, he made but two of 'San Francisco.
which has Dick Harper here ... Mrs. Wilstaged anywhere—producing a 13 field goal attempts in the won only one of six games
total of about $760,000, including first half and picked up only played against Los Angeles was lie Barnett spent last week with
the Garden live gate of $166,432, nine points before intermission. in front by eight points, 86-78 her daughter, Mrs. Curtis Ivy
and the gross from theater tele. However, the Lakers who with 5:27 to play. But the La- and family in Alamo.
vlSion's $600,000.
came from behind to defeat Cin- kers scored eight straight ors, The sick list finds Mrs. WilPatterson, who weighed 197'4 cinnati Frida: evening and did a bucket by Leroy Ellis, twM''iam January in Gibson County
pounds, will get a purse of about the same to knock off the War- by West and two free throws hospital for treatment. Mrs
8140,000. Chuvalo, 27, and riors last night, were kept in by Baylor to tie the game with Elizabeth Wade is confined to
her home due to illness. Mrs.
weighing 208, will receive the the game by the scoring of El 3:37 to play.
WANTED: Major League Franchise. See Frank
biggest reward of his career, gin Baylor and Rudy Larusso.
The Warriors shot ahead 98- Mozella McGee is also home- Lane.
bound
due
to sickness. Mrs. Alabout 88.5,000.
Baylor, the game's high point 88 with two minutes to Play
Frantic Frank unveiled that advertisement at
and then were in front 94-92 berta Jamison of Dyer County
is
under
medical treatment Boston the other night, indicating he is
when Rodgers made a bucket
ready to get
with 1:13 left. But LaRusso here in the General Hospital.
back into baseball. And baseball should be ready to
The
Brownsville - Dyersburg
dropped in two free throws with
56 seconds remaining to tie it District Missionary Society pre- cope with Frank Lane.
Lane really shook 'ern up in
up, then West broke the dead- sented a program last Sunday
at the Martin Tabernacle C.N.E. his early days when the game boss
lock with his big bucket.
By Mrs. Cornell Wolfe
of the 'Sodsers, was the
Church. The program was en- was dominated by staid owner.
ship but if Frank gets back in guiding light behind the flight
titled Church Vitamin
Mrs. Essie L. Fields, formerly business he'll be only ore of a of the Dodgers and Giants to
The spotlight shines on a golf caddy who used his knowledge
the Golden West.
-of Gibson County and Trenton, colorful group.
of golf clubs to go to college. Leonard Yates was very insigpassed January 19 in her home
Baseball's management alBusch apparently takes a
nificant in athletics at Douglass High School. However, golfers
Chicago. The funeral and ready includes Charles 0. Fin- strong hand in
his St. Louis
who have played the now defunct Douglass course, at one
burial was held in Chicago Jan- ley, Arthur Allyn, Walter O'- Cardinals. Autry,
with a piece
time or the other may have used his services while out for an
uary 23 . . . Mrs. Rosie Avery Malley, Gussie Busch, Gene of the Los Angeles
Angels, and
evening of golf. If he thought you didn't mind the handsome cadhas a date in the Jackson, Tenn. Autry and CBS.
CBS, with 80 per cent of the
dy would tell you how to execute the shot that might have
There's more color at the New York Yankees, represent
CRAWFORDSVILLE, Ind. — County Hospital for treatment
proved puzzling to you. Yates is now a senior at Arkansas A&M
The Wabash Little Giants will . . . Sam D. Hunt is confined top in some cities than there show biz.
College in Pine Bluff, Arkansas. He lives at 1604 Brookins St.
play their first basketball game to his home from a recent ill- is on the ball field.
Most of these men were
Yates started out as a caddy at 15, and while playing in
in more than three weeks Tues- ness . . . . Mrs. Lois Harper re- Finley, owner of the Kansas
the Junior Division et Fuller in 1953, won first place in a flight I so_ night when they entertain turned to her Chicago home City Athletics, is a firebrand around when Lane was wheela y
ing and dealing but some then
with 35 other youngsters. He duplicated the feat in 1958 in the the speedy
and high-scoring after spending, several days at with more power than Lane ev- were new ia baseball business
U.G.A. meet, also at Fuller. Yates rounded out a terrific rec- Greyhounds
of Indiana Central the bedside of her father here er had since Frank always had and regard:A him with some
ord as a Junior golfer, winning again the U.G.A. Championship College.
• . . Mrs. Lillie Roberson and to answer to an ownes.
awe.
in St. Louis.
Mrs. Letha Williams are
Finley has, in fact, won a
Final exaMinations and a ,.__
,
GOLFING HONORS
mg. Mrs. Bernice Ula Woods in round over Lane. At least he
Other accomplishments include a third place finish as an 'weather cancellation of a game Chicago.
unloaded Lane as his general
are the reasons e
Nith Earlham,•Th
amateur in the Robert Wright Open, and a year later in 1961
Hopkinsville School of manager when the two couldn't
Yates copped the Sam Qualls Golf Club title. Douglass princi- for the long period of idleness Religious Extension is conduct- getAy.
along.
for Bob Brock's squad which ing classes here
pal M. N. Conley
to
at the First
boss of me Chicago
continue his golf at will be trying to avenge a 103for Yates
AM&N under coacharranged
11. 0. Clemmons.
Baptist Church Annex for min- White Sox. is a strong
operator.
Yates says of his college golf, "I have been a team mem- 74 defeat at the hands of the isters, laymen and missionaries.
He has proposed the abolishlast season in Indiarpr every since I entered college and our team has lost but Greyhounds
YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE
Rev.
C.
L.
Guthrie, president ment of the two league presinopolis.
One match during my three Years."
and Rev. C. E. Ward, dean. will dencies plus the combining of
SCHOOL
ITEMS
"I must add that the most enjoyable play was at Daven- I Meanwhile, Coach Angus Ni- be in charge ....Mr. and Mrs. all umpires under a general of•
a ong ' Billy Moore left last week to (ice
Fill in the order blank today, and start the Defender corning to you weekly.
port, Iowa, in the NAM of which our team won three years coson s team, 101114i5
under the commissioner.
as well as three conference titles. The Iowa course was on a a 10-3 season record has a make their home in Milwaukee,
O'Malley is a power in base, home game Saturday against wis.
!leo basis with the greens and fairways well designed."
ball's inner councils and, as
YOUR NAME
Yates said he has two hole in ones, but smiling added . the powerful Bellarmine Knights
Mother's name
i with which to sharpen up their
they were in practices.
Address
"I'm eligible for the $1,000.00 prize in the hole in one shooting eyes after emerging
Number of papers wanted weekly.
held contest that will be in Little Rock in August," he says. He from their own semester-ending
examination
period.
Phone number
taking a break from exams.
Yates belongs to the campus Memphis Club and is a threeMail to. TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tennesee
letter winner in. the A Club. He is majoring in elementary
Per $25.00 Month 2 Rooms,
education with an art minor. He plans to teach a few years or BOB HOPE OPEN
Upstairs at
work as a golf teacher at a driving range, and when funds per- SET TO BEGIN
mit, join the professional trail.
665
So.
Wellington St.
PALM SPRINGS, Calif. —
Could be a new name on the golf scene in the near future,
(UPI) — Here we go again,
458-0560
a Douglass "caddy boy."
folks. Hang on to your hats,
get out your adding machine,
guzzle a beer and try to figure
out what's going on in the world
in golf.

Floyd On Way To TitleApprove Disaster Plan
After Beating Chuvalo or Iona
•
eilgue

•
.01

WestPointsLakers To
SF

Vol.

Trenton News

Frantic Frank Ready
For Baseball Entry

DOUTHIT-CARROLL SANCHEZ
PONTIAC COMPANY
Announcement

Quinton R. Fowler, 361 Joubert

Street recently appointed to the

SUICI
where
the w
day is

sales force of it's Company at

Golfing With Lil

1011 Union Avenue. He is a

Veteran of World War II, and a

Wabash To Host
Indiana Central in
After Layoff

life long Memphian.

272-3451 or 942-2756
1011 Union Ave.
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Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
.to your door weekly?
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Classified Ads. .

Magicians Beat'Bama
In Saturday Thriller
LeMonye's Magicians were
scheduled to go against Philander Smith of Little Rock, Ark.
on Wednesday night of this
week, Feb. 3, on the Bruce Hall
court, and then take on the invading Allen University five
from Columbia, S. C., Monday
night, Feb. 8.
Final home game will be
against Bethune-Cookman from
Daytona Beach, Fla. on the
night of Feb. 16.
The Magicians will be in Birmingham, Ala., this Saturday
night for a return engagement
with Miles.
Three other road games will
round out the regular season
for the LeMoynites with them
invading Philander Smith, Feb.
13; Fisk university, Feb. 19, and
Lane on Feb. 20.
The Magicians returned from
a rather rugged three-game
road trip last week which saw
them defeat Allen, 96-81. after
losing to Benedict, 103-132, and
to Tuskegee, 103-101.
But, last Saturday night in
Bruce Hall, with Capt. Monroe
Currin playing his first game
this season before a home
crowd, the Magicians ran rip
their biggest seore of. the season by defeating Alabama A &
M. 125-93.
The sensational victory boost.
ed LeMoyne's conference standings to seven victories against
lour defeats.
The LeMoynites started
against A & M rather slowly
and were trailing by 10 points
before they began to pick up
speed. The Memphians led at
halftime, 54-48.

Currin was high with 28, followed by James Sandridge, 25;
George Fed, 16; Sidney Weathera, 15; Paul Lowery, 12, and
Jimmy Charlton, 11.

Help Wanted

LONDON — (UP!) — A p0lice motorcyclist sped the 73 I
miles to liarwich at speeds of I
about 100 miles an hour when
King 7rederik of Denmark—en
route home—left his briefcase
to London. The officer reached
the King two minutes before
his ship sailed.

New Subscription Order

Kindly send me the Tri-State
Defender to address below
One year $6.00 Six months $3.50
THE NEW TRI-STATE DEFENDER
TO

ATTENTION
WOMEN
LOOKING FOR A JOB
Interested In Making Money
Stop Looking You Have Found It
Call or Write The

TRI-STATE DEFENDER
JA 6-8397 BOX 311
AFTER XMAS
SPECIALS
Better Values At Lower Prices

ROHM
FURNITURE CO
1284 JACKSON AVE.
M Waters, Owner

275-8451
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No

State

JOIN
THE
STAG
LINE

Help Wanted

Special Services

FEMALE: HELP RANTED
Attractive. Intelligent, alert: reweeenfatly. for Chicago agency. 17
Two teachers: (Male or Female) For State at.. Suite 1320. Chit:ago '2, No.
111.
educational work to snare time. WIII
not Interfere with pi...TA activities.
loll MAIDS NEEDP:11 NOW
Riehest salaries. No waiting to start
Reidy to: Teacher.. line 311
Tri•Blate Defender
No experience needed. Nicest
work
homeae. Enjoy own room with TV.
Name
Fare advanced. Free gift on arrival.
Meet your friends here. Send name and
Addle.
phone Illimber of reference immediatelY.
ABLE tdA1OS AriENUE
Telephone No.
163 N. Main Street
k'reeport. N. Y
School. now working
SPARE TIME EARNINGS SEWING
TYP1NO.
WRITE TO BOX 11341,
UR
WINSTON SALEM. N.C. k:NCLoSE
srmarso ska.F.ADDithASEA) ENVELOPE OR Ilk COIN FOR REPLY

WANTED

AN UNTAPPED
SOURCE OF
REVENUE
FOR YOU

Salesmen
saleswomen
and
wanted to sell retail advertisMemphis
market.
ing in the
We pay 25 per cent ars! 30
per cent contract commission
on the dollar.
THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
236 South Wellington Street
Memphis, Tenn,

PRINTERS WANTED
(Male and Female)
operators,
Linotype
proofreaders and floormen. Only experienced personnel should apply. Wiite, Personnel Dept c-o
Chicago Defend or, 2400 :S.
Michigan Ave., Chicago mu&
Illinois.

Apts. For Rent
FOR RENT
Newly lerorated AP.rtmoit1056 Booth_ Bellevue
Armes from future branch of Union
Bank.
Separate
Planter
entrance.
double carport, floor buratto, heat. No
children.
sat) Meet).
I all 216-1171I

Buy Bonds

MAIDS, OUAR, 0001) NEW YORK
LIVE-1N JOBS, 535-55 PER WE.
FARE ADVANCED.
HAROLD EMPLOYMENT AGENt'Y
RoX 21
LYNIIROoK. N. V.

PEST
EXTERMINATING CO.
TERMITES -ROACHES
WATER BUGS-RATS
Licensed and Bonded
CALL US BEFORE YOU ARE
EMBARRASSED

"WE KILL TO LIVE"

CALL

O.Z. EVERS
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
PH. FA 7-6033
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ATHAN'S
LOAN UFFICE
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE

176 at 176 DEAL STRUT IA 6-5300

EPSTE
IN LOAN OFFICE
162-164-166 BEALE ST.
MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL JA 6-14.50

FUNE
1.000 /
Chapel
dist S/

